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Capital Campaign Kicks Off, Reaches Goal
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Editor-in-Chief

On Saturday, April 22nd,
Trinity kicked off a $100 million
Capital Campaign that is hoped
to lead the college into the next
century. In attendance at
Saturday's festivities were
alumni, parents, friends of the
college, and members of the
current college community.
Linda Petti t, Director of College
Development, said that she was
pleased with the attendance.
The field house was converted by Jack Feivou of the
Austin Arts Center to reflect a
feel of the campus and its surrounding community. Astroturf was laid on the floor, facades that had. been painted by
the art department showed
buildings on campus and in the
area, benches and trees were
brought in, and a gazebo was
placed in the center of the room
to accentuate the park-like feel.
Additionally, concert-like lighting was ins tailed to provide better illumination to the typically
dark field house.
The luncheon began at
11:30 PM. Guests who planned
on staying for the entire day
were matched with students

who acted as their guides. A
picnic lunch was served to attendees, including fruit cups,
lemonade, chicken pitas, and
Good Humor Ice Cream. While
the goal of the day was clearly to
convince those in attendance to
give to the Campaign, the feeling was very relaxed and fun.
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, Alfred Koeppel, took
the podium inside the gazebo
and thanked those in attendance. He then introduced
Doug Tansill, Chairman of the
Campaign. Tansill again
thanked everyone for coming
and made the official announcement of the Trinity College Campaign. While not a surprise,
Tansill informed the crowd to
applause that during the "quiet
period" of the Campaign, the
college had already raised just
over $40 million. That is on
target for the eventual $100 million that Trinity hopes to raise
in the next three years.
Evan Dobelle, Trinity's new
president, was introduced to the
crowd. He reiterated how important this Campaign was to
the college, and how special the
college was to him. To his surprise, after he was done speak-

Community Outreach
Wins Service Award
BY CARLOINE MAGUIRE
j Nezos Editor

In an awards ceremony
last Thursday, Community
Outreach won the Department
of Higher Education Community Service Award. The award,
j which was created by the De| pr-rtment of Higher Education
to promote community service
in Connecticut.
This move is part of a
growing national trend to aid
the community through the use
\oi t,ni»& roots participation.
|
Chvtnn Hurd, Associate
Coui'uiiuiior of Community
Service, stated "along with our
steering board, Tara and I feel
that this has been a really good
year."
The awards specifically focuses on the ongoing community service activities of an institution in the hopes of creating a Community Service Network in Connecticut.
This March vacation, the
Community Outreach Office

helped to arrange a student trip
to Mississippi, where the students participated in a habitat
for humanity project. The
project, which took the students
to Meridian Mississippi was the
kind of work which has won
the attention statewide.
TheCommunity Outreach
Office is part of the colleges
ongoing effort to work with
the economically challenged
neighborhood. The Trinity
Campaign has raised ques tions
about neighborhood relations
and the best manner to benefit
the surrounding area.
"The Community Outreach for years has worked
within the neighborhood, now
the school has started to plan to
forge closer relations with the
community." Hurderwenton
to say,, "I hope that we will
continue to work with the community, as far as social services
go, instead of isolating the community, or buying it up, help
the community help themselves."
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"Trinity Students in the City" was one of the more successful seminars presented in the Liberal
Arts Festival at this Saturdays Capital Campaign Idckoff.
ing, the Trinitones - one of ter Adams '95 and Jim Barr '95 the campus, organizers were
Trinity's female a capella groups of Trinity's computer facilities, busy transforming the field
- burst into the field house and Professor Milla Riggio's talk on house from the picnic scene of
sang "Happy Birthday." By co- teaching Shakespeare with the the afternoon to something more
incidence, Dobelle's 50th birth- help of technology, and a de- appropriate for a black-tie dinday was also Saturday. Koeppel bate put on by the Antheneum ner. A dance floor replaced the
said, "When I first met Evan he society between two students astroturf, white sheet streamers
was in his forties, and now only and two faculty members on the were flown from the lighting
a few weeks on the job and he's issue of whether grades should rack to the walls, Christmas
fifty." The members of his be abolished at Trinity College. lights decorated the campus
Dobelle's family - his wife Kit
Additionally, the track, scene facades, and a large screen
and son Harry - took the po- baseball, and lacrosse teams was erected behind a stage at
dium and were introduced to were all hosting games on the the West end of the field house.
the audience.
A jazz band entertained
athletic fields. Some of the afguests
as they arrived for drinks
At the end of the luncheon ternoon events were only
the Liberal Arts Festival began. sparsely attended because, ac- and hors d'oeuvres. According
Student guides lead their guests cording to the day's organizers, to one of the day's organizers,
to the various activities across many guests went home early the tables had been set so that
the campus. Particular high- in order to rest for the dinner one trustee, one student, one faculty or administrator, and one
lights were the panel on Trinity that night.
Students' relationship to HartWhile guests were attend- guest would be eating together.
please turn to page 5
ford, the demonstration by Pe- ing various expositions around

SGA Closes The SchoolYear

BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

sponsored by Josh Freely '96.
Freely insisted that members of
the freshman class were able to
The Student Government obtain parking permits through
Association wrappped up its using upperclassmen to get the
official business on Monday passes. Reardon withdrew his
April 24th. The body tackled nu- motion and the SGA aprroved
merous issues including park- having him work with Campus
ing, the Greek situation, and the Safety over the summer to solve
SGA's agenda for next year. this problem.
Sophomore parlimentarian
Dean Winer was on hand
Michael "Mick" Naradelli's for the next section of the SGA
tabeled motion on preventing meeting: a question and answer
grade inflation remained on seesion over the issue of fraterhold.
nities and sororities. Winer said
Phillip "Tiger" Reardon '96, he does not plan to use expulthe Vice President elect, sion to punish Greek organizarecomended to the SGA that tions that do not co-educate. The
most student parking spots dean also said that a trustee exshould be restricted to only jun- pressed the opinion that students
iors and seniors. Sophomores belonging to a single sex Greek
would be restricted to parking organization, and thus one that
in the Vernon Street Lot. is not recognized by the College,
Naradelli argued that this policy could be punished up to and
would be unfair to sophomores. including suspending the stuReardon argued that this mo- dents involved. Winer went on
tion was not against sophomores to say that suspension would
and accepted a proof of owner- not be used to punish a first ofship ammendment that was fender unless a severe offense

Some students in the gallery,
which contained several members of Greek organizations,
thought that the SGA should
stand behind the poll it conducted of the student body. 93%
of the responses were against
the forced members members
of Greek organizations, stated
that the SGA should stand behind its poll of the student body.
93% of the student body were
against forced coeduction of
Greek organizations. SGA President Liz Platt '95, chairing her
last meeting, attacked this opinion.
"The fact is that we have to
deal with the real world. We are
not in a 'Trin-a-topia.' Coeducation is coming and we have to
accept that," said Platt.
Naradelli then asked Winer
if the College is ready to use
police to bust parties and events
held by non-recognized organizations. The parlimentarian
pointed out that such an event
please turn to page 6
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The September Surprise
he end of the school year is always a particularly difficult time
for us students. We've got to catch up on all the work we've neglected, we
have to figure out what courses we want to take for the next semester and
where we'll be living, and we have to say goodbye to our school friends and
get used to living with our families again. But this year it is particularly
difficult as we approach the summer, because this year we have to fear the
"September Surprise."
Last year's "September Surprise" was that kegs were banned in dorm
rooms. And while that was quite a shock to a majority of the campus, it
pales in comparison to the earthquake that might occur this summer.
The summer is always an easy time for an administration to act. The
students aren't around to second guess its actions. There are no pesky
newspapers looking for a story. And once students get back to the college,
there's little they can do to change the policies that have been set.
But as we are the customers of Trinity College—we are the people who
end up paying for this place to exist—I believe that there is a responsibility
for the college to let us know what we're in for. When you send off that
tuition check you are purchasing a product. That product is the "Trinity
Experience." And you have a right to know exactly what factors are going
into that product before you send off your check.
And so, President Dobelle, I look to you as our Chief Executive Officer
to tell the campus what's in store. What are the changes we will see next
year? Will the RAs become disciplinarians? Will David Winer still be Dean
of Students? Are you going to continue to crack down on underaged
drinking? What will fraternities look like next year? What other social
options will you be presenting? What professors won't be coming back?
What new administrators are you bringing in? How will Trinity's marketing plan change?
hi my opinion, the only acceptable "September Surprise" would be to
return to Trinity and find that the administration has indeed kept its word.
Unfortunately, that would indeed be a surprise.
M.B.P.
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President Of Crow Fraternity
Discusses Dobelle's Deadline

To the Editor,

As President of the Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity and a member of the Trinity
student body, I am writing in regards to
President Evan Dobelle's May 1st deadline, which requires all Greek organizations to meet coeducational standards. I
feel that this decision is hasty, unfair and
ill-intentioned.
I find the deadline problematic for
several reasons. First, the administration has been unclear about what it wants
us to do to be coeducational. Second, the
administration has done little to help us
achieve this status. Third, the time-frame
for the resolution of this complicated
issue has been limited to one month.
Finally, the deadline is the final straw in
the school's effort to destroy social entities that have the potential to be very
beneficial to this institution and its student body.
Currently, Trinity's fraternities are
exhausting themselves in efforts to meet
the coeducational requirements stated
by Dobelle. For example, Greek organizations are spending large amounts of
money on house improvements, forming integrated eating clubs and even
unifying with each other. From these
efforts, it is clear that the Greeks want to
continue to exist and prosper on campus.
However, the school has not made
the specifics of their mandate clear. For
example, fraternities struggling to meet
the coed requirements have been given
different mandates for housing conditions, ranging from weekly eating clubs
to complete intermixed living arrangements. Also, the claim by the administration that they will give financial support to us is pulling because it has not
been discussed in practical terms. The
school creates the impression that the
Greeks are not complying with the
school's mandates, but I can attest that
they are equally evasive. Because of the
school's evasiveness, many fraternity
leaders feel that their efforts towards
coeducation are futile.
In the case of Alpha Chi Rho, we
have had a difficult time restructuring
and integrating our chapter because we
are being strong-armed by the school.
Because the school has incorporated our
house's property into its development
plans for the North side of campus, we
have endured excessive scrutiny. In what
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Police State Social Scene On
Its Way?

is a violation of good-faith negotiation,
Trinity College has used agencies of the
City of Hartford to close down the house
at 114 Vernon Street in an attempt to
seize it and our property. The Fire
Marshal has repeatedly visited our premises and found illegitimate violations,
such as faulty fire escape structures that
were in fact properly functional. The
school resorted to these tactics upon realizing it could not legally attain the house
by the time ground is broken for development this summer.
Inits efforts to make fraternities coed,
Trinity College has been targeting the
wrong aspects of the organizations to
exploit. Instead of forcing the sexes to
combine into unrealistic coed organizations that have little chance for survival,
the trustees should look at the positive
aspects of Greek organizations in their
single-sex form. It is apparent that the
school's motive for requiring coeducation is extermination of the Greeks.
However, I am asking the trustees to
recognize the qualities in our clubs which
are beneficial to the school and the community as a whole.
Trinity's Greek organizations have
positive impacts on their communities.
Although recently some have become
slightly delinquent in this area, past
events show that the potential is there.
Besides hosting many social events on
campus, the Greeks have helped the community with such events as Halloween
on Vernon Street, Tri-Delta/AD Jail-nBail, Psi-U Blood Drive, Crow's renovations of the Trinity College Community
Garden as well as AD's literary contest
and sponsorship of speakers.
These efforts are commendable, but
the school has put their existence in jeopardy by threatening to punish those who
participate in them. The school has said
that it will give nonacademic censure,
the same distinction given to a convicted
date-rapist, to a student involved in an
unrecognized organization. This is a
harsh punishment for a student who
may be involved in something which,
quite frankly, the school has yet to clearly
define.
President Dobelle has stated that he
wants to make Trinity the "preeminent"
liberal arts college in America. I believe
that Greek organizations can be part of
this plan. Their social and educational
aspects are a resource that the college
should promote rather than abolish. With
a little help and encouragement from the
college, I believe that Greek organizations can make Trinity more academically rigorous, more reputable and more
attractive to applicants.
We need the trustees to help us make
our organizations a positive force on campus; organizations which everyone can
be proud of. Rather than tease us with
potential aid, the trustees could actually
invest money. This financial support
would be contingent on several guidelines that would be good for both the
organization and the college. As an active observer of organizations, the school
could monitor member's g.p.a.'s and
require members to perform community
service.
I admit that Trinity's Greek organizations have stumbled in recent years.
However, it is apparent that the school's
tactics have been just as influential in this
demise as the Greeks themselves.
The Deans keep saying they are holding a "big carrot" out for the Greeks, but
many students feel this support will
always be just out of reach. Instead, the
school should give our fraternal system
part of the "carrot" in monetary aid and
let them grow into organizations which
everyone, not just its members, can be
proud of.
Sincerely,
Jono Lenzner '96
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Parents Appreciate Basketball Party Flyers Once Again Seen
As Perpetuating Stereotypes

To the Editor:

the team did not have the fans' support,
their road to the Final Four wodlt have
We wanted to write to all of the been more difficult.
Trinity students who supported the BasWe, the parents, want all of the stuketball Team this year, particularly dur- dents to know how much the team,
ing the NCAA playoffs.
coaches and the parents apprecia ted their
The excitement associated with win- support.
ning the regional championship and goYou're the best!
ing on to the Final Four was made special
by the students' support and enthusiSincerely,
asm. It was one of the most exciting
The Trinity Parents
athletic events we have ever been to. The
final game against Wilkes and the explo- P.S. - We also want to thank the Trinity
sion of the fans that occurred as time radio station [WRTC] for their terrific
expired was a special moment for all of play-by-play during the season (espeus.
cially traveling in the snow storm) in
There is no question that if these Maine and during the NCAA Champigames had been played elsewhere and onships.

Comments In Around Trinity
Regarded As Inappropriate
To the Editor;

To the Editor:

to show you her breasts and behave like
a freak. No, this flyer certainly does not
After recent incidents with party stress black power for black women.
flyers, I would have thought that all
Unfortunately, this type of image is
organizations would think twice about not unusual in the media and entertainany flyers that they posted. Unfortu- ment. One only has to turn on the latest
nately, on Friday afternoon, April 21 st, I music video for proof of this. Instead of
discovered that I was wrong. I saw a focusing on images of strong, proud,
flyer that astounded, disgusted, and intelligent black women, time and time
enraged me. It showed a black woman again, they are portrayed as playthings
revealing more than half her breasts with and sex toys whose only real appeal lies
the headline "Freak Like Me" written in the size of their breasts and butts.
I am additionally led to wonder
across the top.
Upon further investigation, I dis- about whatimage these flyers say about
covered that this flyer was for a party the rest of the Trinity community. Do
put on by the Brothers of Black Power people only enforce negative stereotypes
Serves Itself (B-Psi). This was one of the of loose and wanton black women or
organizations who was opposed to the will they truly be able to ignore the
Disco Inferno flyers which depicted a implications suggested by these flyers?
negativestereotypeofablackman. This It is also ironic that these flyers would be
leads me to ask the question, "Black distributed in an environment where
power for whom?" Obviously, the men these stereotypes should be destroyed.
for a flyer like this certainly do not rep- In closing, I would like to add that on
resent or support power for black any given day, if 1 am either dressed in
a miniskirt and a tank top or in a nun's
women.
This flyer supports the image of uniform, I am, was, and always will be a
black women as whores, sluts, freaks woman, not a freak.
and tramps whose only attributes are
her breasts. This flyer says that for four
Sincerely,
orfivedollarsyou can getablack woman
Shaakirrah Sanders '97

whose primary concern is getting the
job done as quickly as possible.
I am writing to express my disgust
It is unfortunate that The Tripod has
with the childish attack on a fellow staff lost so much respect for the importance
member that'appeared in the "Around of reporting real news, that they must
Trinity" section of The Tripod.
fill their pages with slanderous and erNot only was this a display of The roneous reporting. Duetopoliticswithin
Tripod's usual lack of maturity and jour- the staff, those who appreciate the value
nalistiqefhics,butitwasaflagrantabuse
of correct spelling and proper grammar
of power.
are prevented from affecting change on
Over the last year, I worked with this paper.
the staff member targeted in this
As one high-ranking editor said one
"Around Trinity" piece, and can vouch nighty "At one o 'clock on a Monday
for the fact that he has putmore care into night, a comma is not my highest priorthe editing of this newspaper than most ity."
To the College Community:
of his superiors.
He has often come under fire for
Sincerely,
The Board of Inquiry, composed of
demanding excellence from people
Michael Bradley '98
Frank Kirkpa trick, Adeirdre Stribling and
Carol Kessel held a hearing on April 4,
1995 to consider cross complaints by two
students. The complaints arose from a
Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
physical altercationbetween the two last
* Please Note: The Tripod is published views or opinions of The Tripod. Please limit
December which could not be resolved
every Tuesday while classes are in session. letters to a length of five-hundred words. The
Letters to Tlw Tripod must be received by 5:00 Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all
at the informal level of discipline. ConPM on the Friday preceding publication. The
letters for clarity and brevity.
sequently, in accordance with procedure
letter should be addressed to the Editor, not a
in
matters of discipline and dispute as
particular individual. No unsigned or anony- Letters may be submitted to The Tripod by:

Dean Winer Announces
Board Of Inquiry Action

mous letters will be printed, although names
may be withheld if so requested after a signature. Tile Trinity Tripod will not publish any
letter deemed by the Editors to be an attack on
an individual's character or personality.
Ail letters are the sole responsibility of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the

outlined in the Trinity College Handbook,

1

campus mail Box 702582
Tripod@trincoll.edu
• email
1
DocEx server in the
network
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network

1994-1995, the complaints were sent to
the Board.
The Board of Inquiry found that both
students shared responsibility for the
fight, although one should be subject to
more severe penalties because his ac-

tions were more physically aggressive
and more damaging. It was also clear
that both parties were under the influence of alcohol. The Board recommended
that each student be prohibited from attending fraternity parties serving alcohol and that each be required to write a
ten-page academic paper on the relationship between alcohol ingestion and violence. Additionally, one student was
admonished while the second received a
one-year censure. I have implemented
the recommended penalties which have
been accepted by each student; thus, the
case is now closed.
Sincerely,
David Winer
Dean of Students
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Earth Day On The Green-Quad Comes Alive
BYJIMAMSPACHER
News Writer
The sun and the music
brought them out, the clouds
and wind chased them away and
then Betty brought them back
out again as Trinity College celebrated the 25th anniversary of
Earth Day, Saturday with a celebration on the quad.
"I think it was definitely a
step up from last year," said
Stephanie Bovee ConnPIRG
chapter chair. "Especially in the
morning."
One of the reasons organizers were pleased with the event,
was thatitaccomplisheditsgoal
to get out more information Two students assemble on the Quad last Saturday.
about challenges facing the en- vironment. The biggest of petition signatures for an Envi- jobs was also available.
Bovee said this year's celthese challenges is the threat- ronmental Bill of Rights as part
ened rollback of 25 years of en- of the national Free the Planet ebration was more ambitious
vironmental reforms as part of campaign. Both groups also dis- than in 1994. Last year the event
the "Contract for America." The played information about their was schedule to last only a
Trinity celebration reflected that current campaigns. Information couple of hours. This year feanational concern as the Envi- about Connecticut's wetlands tured more groups with inforronmental Awareness Club and was displayed from the Sierra mation and activities as well as
Trinity College ConnPIRG Club, and opportunities for sum- almost five hours of bands for
teamed up to collect about 200 mer and career environmental entertainment.

FILE PHOTO

But it looked like the event
was all but ended about mid
day when a cold front moved
in.Organizers had planned the
event to go from 12-5, but sudden cloud cover and cold wind
chased most of the early attendees away at about the midpoint of the day. It didn't seem
to bother the band "The Ve-

hicle Birth" who had traveled all
they way from Boston for the
show, but only a few diehards
stuck it out through the mid day
chill.
It was until Betty took the
small outside stage to end the
day, that many students came
back out on the quad to round up
the event.
Other campus groups also
joined the fun of the event. The
Tri-delts did face painting,SGA
tie-dyed some shirts, and about
20 small children attended the
event Trinity College Child Care
Center. After Dark, the
Accidentals, and Dr. Zeus also
provided entertainment.
The event managed to grab
a few stragglers from the Trinity
College Campaign who came
over between workshops to see
what was happening. Buttons
and T-Shirts emblazoned with
"Trinityes" were the order of the
day .The Celebration was sponsored by The Environmental
Awareness Club, the Trinity
Equestrian Team, TCAC, and
ConnPIRG.

enator Lugar Seeks The Presidency
BY K.MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor
For most of his political
career, Senator Richard Lugar
has been overshadowed by
other figures in the Republican
party. When he formally announced his candidacy for the
Republican nomination for the
presidency on Wednesday
April, 19, Lugar's kickoff received little attention when compared to the bombing in Oklahoma City.
Lugar announced in Indianapolis, where he had once
served as mayor. The eighth candidate to enter the Republican
race, Lugar is not seen by most
political observers as a frontrunner. The Indiana senator is not
as well known as Bob Dole, Phil
Gramm or Pat Buchanan. However Lugar does not carry the
negative reputation that these
three other Republicans do. Instead, where Lugar is known,
he carries the reputation of a
statesman with great expertise
in agriculture and foreign affairs. Lugar looks to use his reputation as a contrast to President
Clinton and other more volatile
Republicans, including a number of his opponents for the
G.O.P. nomination.
"Our risks are too great,
our opportunities too many, not
to have a president with experience, the character and the resolve to lead this great country
at this important time," said
Lugar.
The Indiana Republican
called for national and party
unity to help the United States
into the next century. He called
for the Republican Congress to
help unite the country and push
"not for revenge on the old order, but for the promise to our
children of the new order."
Lugar did not attack the
United Nations as some of the
other Republican candidates
did, especially Buchanan, but
talked of using the nation's position as the only superpower to
"rid America and the world of
the prospect of nuclear terror."

Lugar pushed for cutting government waste, balancing the
budget, and having the Federal
Reserve raise interestrates. Only
a few days after income taxes
were due, Lugar called for abolishing that tax, capital gains
taxes, and gift and estate taxes.
The Indiana Republican suggested that a national sales tax
would better help the country
and her citizens.
Lugar also called for a restoration of values in America
and said that he would work
with communities, religious
bodies, the media and the entertainment industry for this goal.
However the senator did not
speak on specifics nor did he
sound as determined or as hostile as other Republican candidates on this and other areas.
The senior senator from
Indiana has served in the Senate
since his election in 1976. Lugar
has always retained his popularity with the voters. He pulled
67% of the vote in November's
election. Despite his decades of
service, Lugar does not have a
national reputation. After the
resignation of Spiro Agnew,
President Nixon considered
naming Lugar to replace the disgraced Maryland Republican as
Vice President. The Republicans
also considered Lugar for the
Vice Presidency with Ronald
Reagan in 1980 and withGeorge
Bush in 1988. The rejection in
1988 served as a humiliation of
sorts as Dan Quayle, Lugar's
junior colleague in the Senate,
received the second spot. While
Lugar maintains he is shooting
for the presidency, some observers see Lugar actually running
for the Vice Presidency or a Cabinet position (Lugar has the reputationand theexperiencetohead
State, Defense, Commerce, and
Agriculture).
The Indiana Republican is
in an interesting position as the
1996 campaign opens. He ranks
in sixth place in most polls behind Dole, Gramm, Buchanan,
California Governor Pete Wilson, and former Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander and es-

sentially tied with Pennsylva- states including delegate rich oners from Iraq. He also comnia Senator ArlenSpecter. How- California and Florida. Lugar pares himself to President
ever Lugar, like Alexander, has also is in poor shape in other Clinton. Like the president, Lugar
not received a great deal of nega- large states, including New went to England as a Rhodes
tive attention in the past. Unlike York and Texas. If Specter with- Scholar where he enlisted in the
the pro-choice Specter, Lugar draws early, Lugar could win Navy (Lugar served as an intellidoes not have a large group of Pennsylvania. He could also do gence officer and briefed PresiRepublicans firmly against his well in Ohio, Illinois, Wiscon- dent Dwight D. Eisenhower on a
candidacy. If voters are looking sin, Michigan, and his number of occasions) which he
for an opposite alternative with homestate. However Lugar contrasts with Clinton's anti-VietClinton, which Lugar seems to will need to win outside his nam activities.
be counting on, they may de- region. With the early primaLugar has a reputation for
cide on the Hoosier.
ries mostly set in other honesty and for being a frugal
Lugar also appears to be opponents's territories, Lugar member of Congress when it
looking to establish himself as could be targeting Maryland comes to franking and his salary.
the "truth telling candidate" and Delaware for his first vic- However Lugar has been demuch like John Anderson was tories . He needs to survive New scribed as too serious, too borin 1980 and Paul Tsongas was in York, California, the South and ing, and too much a Washington
1992; the candidate who speaks Super Tuesday before he is on insider to win the nomination.
honestly to the public regard- more familiar ground. Unless Most observers also content that
less of political damage. "There he can position himself well in Lugar is not an exciting speaker
will be hard choices. Waving Iowa, this may be impossible. either. Yet some experts, sensing
your arms all around and makThe Indiana Republican some disgust the voters are feeling broad promises, pandering has already started attacking ing with the leading Republican
to this group and that, will not Clinton by saying the president candidates, are not counting out
do," Lugar declared in his should have used military force the Hoosier Senator: Herriay have
speech.
to release two American pris- a chance to be the next president.
Also, as the expectations
for Lugar's candidacy are not
high, Lugar could be perceived
as a winner by the media by
doing better than he should
have. Following the pattern
Gary Hart used in 1984, Lugar
can do this in the first contest of
the 1996 election: the Iowa caucus. By using his reputation as
an expert in agriculture as a
strength (after the Republican
victory in November, Lugar accepted the chairmanship of the
Agriculture Committee in the
Senate instead of Foreign Affairs, a committee he chaired in
the 1980's), Lugar could come in
Critically acclaimed as
second behind Dole. This would
'The best pizza in Hartford County'
make Lugar a "major candidate"
and would make him a viable
alternative to the other more well
Open: Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-10 prn
known Republicans. Lugar
Fri. and Sat. 11:30 am -11 pm • Sunday 5 pm -9 pm
could well be looking to triumph
over perceptions in Iowa instead
of over Dole, Gramm, Buchanan,
24 W. Main (Rte. 44)
939 Maple Ave.
Wilson and Alexander.
Avon
Hartford
Doing well in Iowa seems
to be Lugar's only option. While
commanding 3% in most polls
Major Credit Cards Accepted
of national Republicans, Lugar
stands at 1% in the second) state
up for grabs, New Hampshire.
He is also at 1% in other vital

Brick Oven Pizza,
Pasta Dishes, Soups & Salads

676-2000

956-6000
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Trinity Meets The Robotic Future
BY PAXTON PROVITERA
News Waiter

Students prepaired feverishly for the Robot contest over
the weekend. The second annual Fire Fighting contest was
held, drawing Trinity into the
folds of the larger scioentific
community.
The Trinity Campaighn will
benefit the expansion of technological availability and will be
part of the ongoing effort to keep
Trinity students in pace with
the latest technology.
The second annual Fire
Fighting Robot contest was held
this past weekend at Trinity.
Forty participants, including the
Trinity team comprised of freshmen Jenny Cooper and Jeremy
Hough, Nate MacDonald '97,
Neal Schneider '97 and Hassan
Long '97, and Earl Mathews '96
and Matt Clark '96, tested their
creations ability to extinguish a
"fire" which was represented
by a small candle in a four room

model house.
The robots were timed for
three trials in which the best two
times were added together to
get the score. Only five of the
forty robots were able to complete the mission. An award of
$1,000 was given to the senior
division winner, Dave Often a
Professor from MIT.
He used a modified version of the MTT micro-mouse,
an existing maze navigating robot. Second place, $400, went to
MarcTatto and third place, $200,
went to Bob Hayford. In the
junior division only one participant, Carl Csantis, a high school
student from Ontario, was able
to finish the task, but his robot
only put out one fire, so he received a consolation prize of
$300.
Along with the forty entrants, two hundred spectators
found their way to Ferris to see
the future of fire prevention.
Among the spectators was
world renowned robotisist Joe

Jones.
"Joe and I talked after the
competition and he will be giving a robotics exhibition here at
Trinity in the fall," said Professor David Ahlgren, coordinator
of the contest and chairman of
the Engineering department.
Although Trinity's robot
didn't place in the competition,
Professor Ahlgren is very optimistic about next year.
"The robot is one week of
work away from second place
in this competition. A last
minute wiring problem held us
back. We had to start from
scratch with our machine
whereas the MIT team just built
a upon a working design."
The Robotics contest fired
up the onlookers, many of whom
had come to see the Trinity Campaign kickoff.
" The contest was very enlightening, and prooved the scientific prowess of amiture robotic buffs, of all ages, " said
one observer.

Stuclent Activism Tries To Spur Sanctions
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor

Some members of the student body are attempting to increase political activism on campus through involvement with
the international political scene.
These students wrote a letter to
Christopher Dodd, the senior
senator from Connecticut and
chairman of the Democratic National Committee, asking him
to support strong sanctions
against Iran that were proposed
by Senator Alphonse D'Amato
and his fellow New York Republican Representative Peter
King.
The Students For Sanctions Against Iran call for "dramatic action" from the United
States to punish Iran and other
nations that deal with that nation for Iran is "as dangerous as
it ever was" with "their dealings with terrorists."
They also wrote letters to

the Nutmeg State's other senator, Democrat Joe Lieberman,
and the state's six House representatives.
These students were led by
Jonathan "Bama" Epstein '97
who represents the Students For
Sanctions Against Iran and is a
member of the campus organization, America Public Affairs
Committee, a student run political organization, supposed
. which the idea to take action
against the nuclear situation in
Iran sprang.
The proposed legislation to
prevent business between the
United States and Iran is much
like the sanctions leveled against
Libya in the 1980's.
These sanctions include a
ban on the export of Iranian
products to America. The legislation would also forbid companies who choose to do business
with Iran from doing business
with the United States.
Epstein is attempting to

collect approximately 500 hundred to a 1000 signatures at Trinity to help enact the legislation.
Epstein believes the APAC
will act as a springboard to improve the political activity on
campus. Epstein plans to seek
political speakers for the campus next year, an aspect of campus life, which Epstein feels is
missing.
Epstein stated "I did this
mostly to spur discussion on
campus and there is a real world
outside of Trinity a lott of students are interested in outside
politics, but they do not have
facets to discuss their interest."
The purposed sanctions
against Iran have spurred Nationwide discussions of the effectiveness of sanctions.
Trinity, which has been
criticized as being an apathetic
campus, has now joined the
discussions.'Tm trying to throw
gasoline on the embers because
the embers are there."

Debate Society
The first debate was held last weekend in an effort to
catapult the new debate society action. The Debate had no
winners and was focused around the question of whether or not
grades should be eradicated at Trinity. Matt Prince '96 and
Jonathan Moskowitz '95, took on the team of Professor Richard
Lee of the Philosophy Department and Professor Frank
Kirkpatrick, of the Religion Department. The Debate Society will
hold an organized meeting on Wednesday at 10 PM in Terrace
Room B.

Kegs In Dorms
A keg was found in Elton over the weekend and the consequences of violation of the ban on kegs will soon be given to the
offenders. The keg discovery is not the first since the no kegs
ruling. Four members of the student body will not be receiving
housing next year due to a similar violation. As the alcohol policy
debate heats up, the proper punishment for violation of the
established alcohol policy will also become an issue.

Jackson to Convert
Jackson dormitory will become a freshman dormitory next
year, as part of the space needed to house and operate the first
year program, and Wheaten will be becoming the science dorm.
An art dorm will be established in Wiggins, where studio space
will be offered. With the housing lottery around the corner
many students were shocked by the elimination of one of the
most popular dormitories.

Graduation Speakers
The graduation speakers for the class of 1995 have been
selected. U. S.. Representative Barbara Kennelly M'71 will give
the address the graduating Seniors. Reverend Emily Goodwin
Holcombe '74 will lead the morning baccalaureate service.
Goodwin and Kennelly will receive honorary degree as will
Senator John Ewing '41, Fred Ho, Walter "Doc" Hurley, Edward
Montgomery '56, Denis Mullane. William Weaver and Borden
Painter.
There was some controversy over Bordon Painter's involvement in the Graduation Ceremony, many Seniors wanted him to
preside over the ceremony, since he was active President during
most of their last two years. Painter will be a major participant
in the ceremony.

^Vritteir and compiled foy
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Urban Surroundings Examined Campaign Weekend
Kicks Off, A Success

BY JENNIFER MCCRARY&
CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Writer & News Editor

The Trinity Capitol Campaign has spurred discussion
about Trinity's relation to the
surroundingneighborhood. Rumors have serged about the college's future plans for the neighborhood ajacent to Trinity. As
the nation examines' urban areas, Hartford also looks for solutions.
As part of Capitol Campaign weekend the Trinity community examines its academic
future, admissions policies and
our relation to the disadvantaged neighborhood which surrounds us.
In Austin Art's Center Sunday, guest director Robert
Bresnick presented City Play:
Hartford. The play, a look at
Hartford past and present, included student testimonials featuring Nancy Chu, Anhoni
Patel, Shochica Lewis and
Mamie Richards.
The testimonials raised

questions about Trinity
student's impressions of the
neighborhood, urban crime and
the future involvement of Trinity in the community. In a re-

cent report by the Boston Globe,

Hartford and other struggling
urban communities were featured. Hartford, which has a
population of 139,000, had 59
homocides in 1994. Boston, four
times Hartford's size, had 85
homocides in 1994.
Hartford's population
drops yearly by approximately
7 percent, leaving abandoned
housing, often in decay. Allen
Place has recently experienced
a series of car breakins and robberies. Trinity is taking a self
conscoius self examination with
regards to the immediate community and Hartford. Works
such as Bresnick's recent play
are only a part of this examination.
Nancy Chu '95 discussed
her parents reactions to driving
down Broad Street towards Trinity four years ago, the overt decay and that she had acclimated

to Hartford and the neighborhoods surrounding Trinity.
Anhoni Patel '98 described her
lackof contact with thecity. Patel
characterized Hartford as "a
million miles away from everyday life."
While this was a seemingly
negative view of Hartford, others feel that Trinity's urban location places us, as admissions
characterizes Hartford, as the
real world.
Shochica Lewis '98 described her interactions with the
people of Hartford. Marnie
Richards '96, who grew up in
Hartford, described a childhood
inHartford's more economically
vibrant times.
The campaign, has caused
Trinity to re-examine itself, and
to evaluate weaknesses in thefabric of the college, including
our urban community and its
affect on Admissions and the
college at large. The recent Campaign weekend spurred discussion of the neighborhood and
the future of a struggling urban
community at our backdoor.

continued from page I

At each seat was also a special
Campaign Magazine, a box of
Trinity chocolates, and a schedule of events for the evening.
Koeppel began the evening
by introducing Tansill who
made remarks on the gifts that
had been given, and the volunteers who had helped arrange
them.
After dinner, President
Dobelle gave a short speech
again emphasizing the importance of this Campaign and finishing with the phrase, "This is
our moment."
The lights of the field house
dimmed, and the Capital Campaign video was shown on the
large screen. The video, which
is rumored to have cost the
school approximately $100,000
to produce, ended with
Trinity's coeducational a
capella group The Pipes singing the school song, "'Neath
The Elms."
As thelights faded up, The

Pipes stood live in the center of
the field house and finished
the final versus of the song.
Looking around at the guests,
there were few dry eyes.
Many in attendance expressed the fact that the video
was very good in that it fulfilled the "emotional factor" bringing even those who had
been away from the college for
quite some time back into its
spirit.
The night ended with
dancing to a cover band. Trustees and students danced together. Everyone seemed to
enjoy themselves fully. While
the success of the night will not
be known from some time, organizers expressed that now
that the official announcement
has occurred, they plan on going out full force and looking
for money.
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Trustee Nutt Donates Library Addition
BY JUSTIN M. VAN ETTEN
News Writer
~
This past weekend Trustee Ruth
Nutt,. wife of former Trustee and Alumni
Roy Nutt, '53, (deceased and mother of
alumnus Michah Nutt, '86, formerly announced her capital campaign gift. Her
gift will allow Trinity to renovate the
lobby of the library and add The Ruth
and Roy Nutt addition.
In discussing her gift, she stated
"Trinity has been very important to my
family. It took a chance on my husband
and made my career possible. I'm particularly interested in the Library. We
have a superb one now; it's really the hub
of the campus. We have a responsibility

ration to students in the future."
The proposed library changes will
increase the library from floor space
112,000 sq. ft to 130,500 sq. ft..
In doing this, it will attempt to accomplish the following five goals: 1. Accommodate orderly collection growth for
the next twenty years. 2. Add 80 additional student seats and 20 faculty research areas. 3. Provide a full service area
for all non-print media including the
sound recording library, the film library,
as well as services for viewing and lis tening. 4. Renovate the first floor including
the circulation desk, the publication area,
government documents and all firstfloor
services. 5. Update all services such as

Trinity has been very important to my family. It took a
chance on my husband and made my career possible. I'm
particularly interested in the Library. We have a superb
one now; it's really the hub of the campus. We have a
responsibility to keep it up to modern standards and to
make it more user-friendly. — Ruth Nutt
to keep it up to modern standards and to
make it more user-friendly."
Roy and Ruth Nutt have a long history of generously supporting Trinity.
Their $2.5 million gift during the Campaign for Trinity was the largest gift from
a living benefactor in Trinity's history
and both established the Fine arts chair
and supported the construction of MCEC.
Mr. Nutt served as a trustee up until
his death in June 15,1990. Ruth Nutt was
then elected a charter trustee in 1991.
AccordingtoMr. Nutt, "We provide these
funds to Trinity with thehopethatothers
will follow and in the surety that Trinity
will go on to provide support and inspi-

heating, electricity, fire, etc.
In addition to this, the library hopes
to create a grand reading room. Finally,
in consultation with the surveys conducted earlier in the year, they are proposing numerous smaller changes.
These include increasing the amount
of study area available for either individuals or larger groups with little in
between and designating some "quite"
study areas and some "noisy" study areas.
Currently, the library is hoping to
begin receiving proposals from architects by the end of this summer and begin
construction with in the next two years.

Trustee Ruth Nutt, who donated the Library Addition this weekend,
wife of Former Trustee Roy Nutt, class of 1953.

SGA Debates Final Issues
continued from page 1

mazing What
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would lead to a great deal of negative
press for Trinity. Winer replied that the
school is ready to do that if a party is out
of hand.
"We have been talking about it
since 1983," said Winer. "We are not
looking for every rule that is broken. We
are interested in flagrant violations where
people are harmed."
When the issue of cohabitation
was raised, Winer said that he had no
objections and pointed to Lockwood as
an example where this was possible.
Freely then raised whether a committee should be working on implementing the punishments. Naradelli replied
that this committee was already in place
yetmembers of the Inter Fraternity Council, which composed a third of the committee, did not support this structure.
Platt attempted to limit debate on
this issue and, while greatly frustated,
the president was able to steer the body
to laying down some ideas for next year's
agenda.
The body came up with a number of
ideas for the SGA to debate next year.
Kerri Mullen '97, the secretary of the
SGA, believed that the organization
should work closer with the IFC. Annette
Fernandez '96, the incoming Vice President of Minority Affairs, argued that the
SGA should examine the prices of parking as well as play a greater role in admissions and student recruitment. Other
issues raised were having the SGA examine the Callender Office, the Post Office, finanical aid, transfer credit, protection of students who violate the coeducation mandate, and restricting the SGA
car.
The members also metioned cosponsoring Preview Weekend, mandatory
community service, the creation of a new
committee on town-gown relationships,
aniiceeping Gallows Hill Bookstore on
campus. Karim Sadik-Khan '96, the in-

coming SGA President, raised the issue
of opening a bar on campus.
Platt concluded by calling it a "frustrating year" but she thanked the SGA
for its work in the pas t year. The last SGA
meeting of the year ended with the students applauding Platt's service in office.
While this was the last SGA meeting
of the academic year, that organization
still has work to do in the next few weeks.
On Wendesday the 26th, the SGA is holding an election for five air-large seats. A
number of candates are running for the
seats. These include Waldir Alvarez '98,
AdamDevlin-Brown'97,PaulDiGiacomo
'97, Marina Franzoni '98, Freely, Kevin
Kopanon '96,Gillian Mueller '97, Mullen,
Ian Sample '97, Aderire Stribling '96, andLuke Vincens '98.
The SGA tackled a number of issues
this year. The organization dealt with
internal minority represntation and
constitutiona reform. Some members attempted to implement an honor code on
campus though this was rejected. The
SGA also wrestled with the coeducation
mandate for the Greek organizations yet
did not act on the issue.
The SGA was plagued by a number
of resignations this year. Some of the
leading members of the body stepped
down for personal reasons or out of pure
frustration with the organization.
Throughout the year the student body
remained generally apathetic to the SGA.
While a recored number of voters turned
out last month to vote in the SGA officer
elections, Sadik-Khan, who ran as an
outsider, triumphed over two leading
members of the student government and
a fomer SGA leader.
The final chapter in this year's SGA
history will be written later this week
when the last elections of the year will be
held. This election will be the last SGA
event of the year besides that group's
annual dinner.

SPRING WEEREND'95
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2:OO
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Deadly Decorations
Around Trinity noted the near demise of
potential donors dining at the Capital Campaign Dinner. A giant picture of the Trinity
chapel and capital building nearly crushed a
table of congregated contributers. Luckily,
the donors were spared and there will be
some capital for the campaign.
Additionally, Around Trinity is unclear
as to the purpose of trying to deafen donors
before Dobelle's speech. I mean, it wasn't
that bad! The loud, high pitched squeal that
lasted for almost a minute had donors plugging their ears and running for the exits.
Rumor has it that any headaches from the
evening had more to do with the high pitched
feedback than the after dinner Grand Marnier.
Fortunately, the sour note was tempered by
a flawless preformance by the Pipes later in
the evening.

MCAT Conquered
Around Trinity salutes the student who
finished his MCAT on Saturday, and in jubilation opened fire upon the quad with
| champaigne bottles. The plastic projectiles
were followed by unintelligable verbal assault. Fortunately, no one was injured by the
innebriated infantryman. Around Trinity
wishes to make the following note: If it isn't
from France, its sparkling wine.

Thursday, April 27th

Fruit Baskets

There will be a slide lecture by Dr. Edith W. Clows
from Purdue/University of Michigan entitled, "Visions
of the Russian City: Imperial, Soviet and Post-Soviet."
The lecture will be in the Faculty Club, Hamlin Haii at 4:00
PM.

Finals baskets sponsored by TCAC can be picked up
Thursday, Friday and Monday during lunch and dinner
in the Student Life Resource Center.

Friday, April 28th
The President's Committee on Co-Education, The
President's Special Council on Women, The Women's
Center and The Women's Studies Program are cosponsoring "Race, Gender & Trinity Student Activism in the
Late 1960's." It is a panel discussion that seeks audience
participation. The five Trinity alumni panel consists of,
David Chanin '68, Terry Jones '68, Michael Jimenez '70,
Jim Kaplan '68, and Robert Washington '69. They will
share their experiences of the era, the people and the
events that left an indelible mark on Trinity College.
Associate Professor of History Susan D. Pennybacker and
Assistant Dean of the Faculty Gail H. Woldu will moderate the program. The discussion will take place at 8:00 PM
in the Reese Dining Room at the Smith House, 123 Vernon
Street. Participants and guests are invited to a reception
immediately following the program.

Monday, May 1st
The Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian Culture,
the Leonard E. Greenberg Endowment for Judaic & Middle
Eastern Studies and the Jewish Federation of Greater
Hartford is sponsoring the lecture entitled, "Primo Levi"
by Claudio Segre of the University of California. The
lecture is at 4:15 PM in Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences
Center. A reception and refreshments will follow the
lecture.

Tuesday, May 2nd
A lecture by Joseph J. McAleer, Jr., Class of 1983 on
19th century British Periodicals will be held in the
Watkinson Library at 5:00 PM.

Democracy
On Friday, April 28th at 3:00 PM, "Contesting Democracy: A Prospectus For a New Political History of
Modem Latin America" by Michael Jimenez '70. The
lecture will take place in Alumni Lounge, Mather Hall.

25th Anniversary of Umoja House
The campus community is invited to the 25th anniversary celebration of Umoja House, 110-112 Vernon
Street, on Saturday, April 29th from 11:30 AM-12:15 PM.
This event is sponsored by the Black Alumni Organization (a subset of the National Alumni Association) and the
Pan African Alliance. The history and significance of the
house will be related through alumni and student storytelling, and a pair of black alumni clergy will perform a
blessing of the house. The Gospel Choir will also perform.

Thursday: 5:00 PM Evening Worship

Mondays 5:QQ; I'M Everting Worship

CINESTUDIO

Rumor has it that there will be a new job
opening in Mather Hall. Due to the lack of
tray bussing, a permanent position is expected to be offered in the fall. Experienced
applicants only. Those who have not completed Cart-driver's Ed need not apply. Salary: All the Marriot fare you can eat!

To Live

Around Trinity has heard that getting
copies of your thesis can be more trouble
than its worth, and more expensive. Try
making copies of your, thesis in MCEC ( an
impossibility). Kinko's charges $.50 a
page...times a hundred pages...times five
copies...Ouch! Our apologies to the student
who had to find out the hard way. Around
Trinity is offering a discount at a nickel a
page.

On Friday, April 28th at 1:15 PM, a speech entitled
"No Whales Were Killed in the Preparation of This Speech:
Separating Rhetoric From Reality in Socially Responsible
Business Practices" will be given by Jon Entine '74. Entine
is a journalist specializing in business ethics. Admission
is free. It will take place in Room 303 in McCook Hall.

Tuesday: 5:00 PM Evening Worship
Wednesday:: 5:00 PM Evening Worship

Red

Those who caught Kate Robert's Senior
thesis, "Why She Wears A Suit," were in for
a treat. Around Trinity noted the excited
crowd, but had to ask, 'Where does she shop?'

Business Ethics

The Economics Departmnent and the International
Studies Program are cosponsoring, "1997: Anticlimax:
Hong Kong In Transition" by President Chia-Wei Woo,
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. The
lecture will take place in Hamlin Hall.

Tray Transportation

Thesis Pieces

On Wednesday, April 26th, the Antheneum Debating Society will hold an informational meeting to plan for
next year. Anyone with interest should come to Terrace
Room B at 7:00 PM. Refreshments will be served.

Wednesday, May 10th

Dracula's Dorm
There has been a new invasion on campus which makes the proliferation of dog
doo on the quad look tolerable. Bats have
been seen in Jarvis and Northam as early as
a month ago. While The Guild has not been
officially implicated with the infestation, their
nightly numbers seem to be dwindling.
Around Trinity wonders if there isn't something to that Stoker novel after all.

Debate is Back

Tues 7:30 PM

(France-Poland, 1994) DirectedbyKrzysztofKieslowski. WrittenbyKieslowskiandKrzystofPiesiewicz.
Cast: Irene Jacob, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Frederique Feder. The final film in director Kieslowski's trilogy
stands completely on its own, as well as bringing to a satisfying conclusion the dangling story lines of Blue
and White. A chance meeting between two characters, an eerily intuitive young woman named Valentine and
a retired old judge at odds with the world, set into motion a ripple effect that has the power to transform lives.
The couple's tentative friendship, as performed by Irene Jacob and Jean-Louis Trintignant, embraces all of the
film's complexities with an unexpected tenderness. Composer Zbigniew Preisner's haunting new music adds
its own emotional intensity to a unique cinematic experience.

Wed-Sat 7:30 PM

(China, 1994) Director: Zhang Yimou. Screenplay by Yu Hua and Lu Wei, based on a novel by Yu Hua.
Cast: Ge You, Gong Li, Jiang Wu. Director Zhang Yimou, leader of the New Wave in Chinese film, swept the
international film festivals - and further antagonized his government - with his irreverent portrayal of a
family of landowners who, after the revolution, must disguise their former wealth to get by. Gong Li and Ge
You easily embody the tragicomic spirit necessary to survive during the 30 years of constant turmoil.

Multiple Maniacs

Fri-Sat 10:15 PM

(1970) Written, directed and photographed by John Waters. Cast: Divine, Mink Stole, Cookie Mueller,
Edith Massey, David Lochary. If you like your John Waters totally tasteless and R-rated, don't miss one of
the maestro's early chef d'oeuvres inspired by equal parts of Andy Warhol arid the headlines of a supermarket
tabloid. Maniacs stars Divine as the larger than life Lady Divine, an entrepreneur who presides over a
traveling carnival of horrors with her lover, Mr. David. When Lady Divine suspects that she has been
betrayed, she turns to a most unusual religious fanatic for consolation. Did we mention a 15 foot Lobstora?

Hoop Dreams

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun-Tues 7:30 PM

(1994) A film by Steven James, Frederick Marx and Peter Gilbert. With William Gates, Arthur Agee,
Emma Gates and Sheila Agee. The year's finest documentary is also one of the most moving films ever made
on the hopes and bitter limitations for two talented young basketball players from Chicago, William Gates
and Arthur Agee. The film follows them from high school through their first year in college, in pursuit of ah
all-too elusive dream of turning pro. As we leam what is at stake for the players, their families and the coaches/
each moment on the court becomes high drama. Winner - Audience Award, Sundance Film Festival.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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PERFORMANCES

ALT. BEV.

Through Wednesday, April 28th

Thursday, April 27th

There will be an annual exhibition of works by the
students of the Trinity College Studio Arts Program at the
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Exhibit hours:
1:00-5:00 PM daily.
"Raffi Khatchadourian: Trinity College Senior Exhibition" will be held at the Zion Gallery, 211 Zion Street.
Gallery hours: Tuesday-Thursday, 4:00-6:00 PM; FridaySaturday, 2:00-6:00 PM.

Hillel and the Theater Department are cosponsoring
Vivian Holtzman's play, "130 603 620." It is her thesis
project. It will be in Seabury 24 at 7:00 PM.

Wednesday, April 26th

Through April 29th
The Northwest Park Annual Art Exhibit at Nature's
Gallery in Windsor is a multimedia nature art exhibition
showing a variety of different artists in addition to student artwork from Windsor schools. The sales of artwork
will benefit future Northwest Park Art Exhibits. A dollar
donation is suggested. Gallery hours are Tuesdays and
Thursdays: 12:00 PM-5:00 PM; Saturdays: 10:00 AM-3:00
PM.

Through Wednesday, May 31st
Prints horn the book, "Frederick Douglas - in His
Own Words," by Stephen Alcom will be at the Gallows
Hill Bookstore. The exhibit hours are: Monday-Friday,
9:30 AM-6:00 PM; Saturday, 10:00 AM-2:00 PM. Prints
are available for sale.

Through Friday, June 30th
"Hugh Ogden: The Poet and His Craft," is an exhibit
focusing on the creative accomplishments of Trinity College Professor of English Hugh Ogden and celebrating his
donation of literary papers to the Watkinson Library.
Hours of the Watkinson Library: Monday—Saturday, 9:30
AM-430 PM. For more information call 297-2268.
"Spy, Ape, and Company: Eminent British Victorians Caricatured in Vanity Fair," an exhibit prepared by
Trinity College Archivist, Peter Knapp. Hours of
WatkinsonLibrary:Monday-Saturday,9:30AM-4:30PM.
For more information call 297-2268.

Through July 9th
American artist Roni Horn is showing at Yale Art
Gallery. "Roni Horn: Inner Geography" features a selection of drawings, phoptographs, and writings the artist
made during and after her extended stays on the Arctic
Island, Iceland. Admission is free. Gallery hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10:00 AM-5:00 PM; Sunday, 2:00 PM-5:00
PM.

Friday, April 28th
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra's 1995 "Classical Conversations" series concludes at 8:00 PM at the
Bushnell, with a program entitled "Beethoven and the
Romantic Ideal." It is conducted and narrated by HSO
Music Director Michael Lankster, the program will feature Romantic concertos by Beethoven, Saint-Saens and
Rachmaninoff. Tickets range from $12-$39. Call the
Bushnell Box Office at 203-246-6807 or HSO Ticket Services at 203-244-2999.

April 28th-April 29th
The Annual Theater and Dance Department production of new choreographic works by Trinity College students and faculty in the dance program, including faculty
choreographer, Pedro Alejandro will be at 8:00 PM in the
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. Admission: $6
General; $4 Students & 60+ with ID.

Saturday, April 29th
The extraordinary Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble
will appear on the Bank of Boston Showcase at the Bushnell
at 8:00 PM. The ensemble uses spirited modern dance
technique to showcase the best of American dance talent,
and is presented in collaboration with the Urban League
of Greater Hartford.

Sunday, April 30th
There will be a program recital for students in the
music lessons program of Trinity College's Department of
Music. The recital will take place in Garmany Hall, Austin
Arts Center at 3:00 PM.
There will be a vocal recitalby Trinity College senior,
Elizabeth Rhodes in the Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Center at 8:00 PM.
The Music Series of South Church, New Britain,
Connecticut will present CONCORA/ Connecticut Choral Artists, Director Richard Coffey in a program of "Great
Music of the French Church" at 4:00 PM. CONCORA
presents the glorious "Requiem" oi Faure with Orchestra
New England, as well as works by Ockeghem, Josquin,
Vierne, Messiaen, Poulenc, and others. There is no admission for this program, however, offerings will be accepted. A reception will follow the program.

Monday, May 1st
Lou Soloway Flute Quartet will be playing at the
Bistro, Koeppel Student Center from 6:00 PM-8:00 PM.

Open Mike at the Underground Coffee House at 9:00
PM. Come one, come all — singing, dancing, poetry and
lots more! Admission is free.
Tequila will be performing in the Bistro, Koeppel
Student Center from 6:00 PM-8:00 PM. Admission is free.

Thursday, April 27th
Ain't Tony Bennet is playing at the Underground
Coffee House at 9:00 PM. Another very unique quartet,
with an electric and original sound. Crazy instruments
will be used. Don't miss it!
Class officers put on a variety of different events for
everyone out on the main quad after 4:00 PM to celebrate
Spring Weekend.

Friday, April 28th
TCAC is sponsoring student bands from 6:00 PM—
12:00 AM on the Cave patio in sunshine, in the Cave if it
rains.
Moonbounce will be on the Quad at 4:00 PM.
After Dark and other acapella groups from other
colleges will perform in the Rose Garden at 5:00 PM.

Saturday, April 29th
Fun Fair will take place from 12:00 PM - 4:00 PM on
the Life Sciences Quad for neighborhood kids. Trinity
organizations will have their own booths such as face
painting and dunking booths.
• St. Anthony Hall is having their annual Hallapalooza
from 4:00 PM -12:00 PM on the Hall lawn. Admission is
$10 for Trinity Students and $15 for non students. There
will be lots of food for everyone. Bands such as Max
Creek, People of Good Will (12 man Reggae band), a funk
band from Middlebury and Trinity campus bands such as
Betty.

Sunday, April 30th
TCAC is sponsoring Spring Weekend bands. The
show starts at 2:00 PM on the Life Science Quad. Check the
Ad in the Tripod to see who's playing!
Borders Books and Music in Manchester continues
their Sunday Brunch Series with straight-up jazz, r&b arid
blues when guitarist/vocalist Mike Yousman and bassist
Mike Nunno serve up some eye-opening Sunday brunch
music.

Monday, May 1st
Lou Soloway Flute Quratet will be performing at the
Bistro, Koeppel Student Center from 6:00 PM-8.00 PM.
Admission is free.

Classifieds
Help Wanted-Students...

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 PM
For more information call 232-2820
Pulp Fiction (R) 9:15 PM
Losing Isiaih (R) 7:00 PM
Tommy Boy (PG 13) 7:30 PM, 9:30 PM

Showcase Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Price: $5.50
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Tues., April 25th-Friv April 28th.
Forrest Gump (PG 13) 9:00 PM
Major Payne (PG 13) 7:00 PM
Tommy Boy (PG 13) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Pulp Fiction (R) 8:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 SilverLane
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 PM; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tues., April 25th-Fri., April 28th.
Rob Roy (R) 1:15 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:40 PM
Pebble & the Penguin (G) 12:30 PM
Outbreak (R) 8:35 PM
Jury Duty (PG 13) 12:45 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:15 PM
Don Juan DeMarco (PG 13) 1:05 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:05 PM
Circle of Friends (PG 13) 12:55 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:45 PM
Bad Boys (R) 1:10 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:30 PM, 9:55 PM
A Goofy Movie (G) 12:40 PM, 2:15 PM, 3:50 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:00 PM
Basketball Diaries (R) 12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:20 PM
New Jersey Drive (R) 1:00 PM, 2:10 PM, 3:10 PM, 4:15 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:35 PM, 10:00 PM
Kiss of Death (R) 12:55 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:10 PM
While You Were Sleeping (PG) 12:50 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM
The Cure (PG 13) 12:35 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:45 PM

Over 120 American manufacturers need you
to assemble products at home. Circuit boards,
jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to
$652 weekly. Part rime/ full time.
Experience unnecessary/ will train. You're
paid weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C

JDF Marketing, Inc.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info, call 202-298-0807
DRIVERS WANTED!
College students and retirees to sell Good
Humor Ice Cream. Routes Available in your
area. Earn $725-$1125 weekly! Male or
female. APPLY NOW! Call MondaySaturday, 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM only
203-366-2641
Europe $169 o/w, Caribbean/Mexico 189 r/t,
California 129. If you can beat these prices
start your own damn airline!
Air-Tech Ltd. 212-219-7000
info@aerotech.com

Seeking part-time employement for
summer and fall semester. Call Jerry,
246-3595 at Morris Package. Flexible
hours suitable to students schedule.
Athletic Minded
Young rapidly expanding firm sks 5 aggresive
indiv. who enjoy competition & challenge. FT/PT
positions aval. Call 529-4800
NEED A SUMMER JOB??
West coast environmental mrk Co looking for self
motivators. FT/PT positions aval.
CALL 529 -4800
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Khatchadourian^ Senior Exhibit Opens At Zion Gallery
BYSABINE MARANGOSIAN
Arts Writer
Students, faculty and parents gathered at Trinity's Zion
Gallery Friday evening, April
21th, to celebrate the opening
of Raffi Khatchadourian's Senior Thesis Exhibition.

new forms and has modified his
use of line and space in creating
the alphabet letters.
For instance, in the first
drawing there is an ambiguity
of space suggesting the effect of
illuminated manuscripts, hi the
first triptych, the frames are broken up and there are no borders,

"I have taken the letters of the Armenian
alphabet and rotated them around imaginary
axes to construct volumes," Khatchadourian
explains. "Then I took these volumes and
reassembled them in various ways to create
ambiguous spatial relationships."
The studio arts exhibit is
the
culmination
of
Khatchadourian's year-long research and artwork and is on
display through Friday, May 1st.
Entitled Dreams ofMashtots,
Khatchadourian's display is an
artistic, historical, cultural and
at the same time touchingly personal expression.
Through a series of charcoal drawings as well as a
uniquely illustrated storybook,
Khatchadourian adapts the
myth of the Armenian alphabet.
"I have taken the letters of
the Armenian alphabet and rotated them around imaginary
axes to construct volumes,"
Khatchadourian explains.
"Then I took these volumes and
reassembled them in various
ways to create ambiguous spatial relationships."
The black and white drawings themselves are presented
in the gallery's art space as three
single works and three triptychs.
Each one is different because
the artist has experimented with

while in the second one, the
heavy black lines disappear, the
forms float or collapse in space,
and the objects appear more
solid.
Invented in 406 A.D. by an
Armenian priest known as
"Mesrop Mashtots," the alphabet "not only opened the door to
Armenia's golden age of literature and art, but also served as a
kind of cultural glue bringing
together [the] quite separate
principalities [of Armenia] into
a solid nation."
As a result of the Armenian
Genocide of 1915, in which 1.5
million Armenians were massacred by the Turks, Armenians
today are in a diaspora throughout the world and confronted
once-again by" disunity. Hence,
the
alphabet,
which
Khatchadourian creatively manipulates in his charcoal drawings, is like a string of yarn knitting together the disseminated
Armenians.
In the rear section of the
gallery, on-a podium, lies the

The Zion Gallery will exhibit Khatchadourian's work through Friday May 1st.
book in which Khatchadourian
shares his own version of the
Alphabet myth. It tells the poignant story of "an old man [who]
hasjustfallenasleep." Although
it is after 1915, the exact time is
equivocal. Having lost his loved
ones in the Genocide, he is
plagued by hallucinations and
compulsive behaviors.
According to Khatchadourian, the old man is " a symbol for the Diaspora." He represents "Armenians living outside
of Armenia." He is, in fact,
Mesrop Mashtots. Khatchadourian's book is a work in
progress. In the imprinted conclusion of the alphabet myth, a
second character appears and
asks the old man who he is. The
old man tells him that he is the

maker of alphabets and shows
him the carpet laden with dust
and dirt upon whichhe has been
sleeping. His twists and turns
have created marks and notations. Letters emerge on the
carpet which are by-products of
the old man's sleep. Finally, in
the epilogue, the narrative
comes full-circle as Mashtots
becomes the storyteller.
Khatchadourian has illustrated his book with pop art collages and photomontages assembled on the computer. Exhibited alongside the book, the
images portray the biculturalism in Armenians' lives.
Khatchadourian is the Studio
Arts Fellow as well as a recipient of this year's Watson Fellowship. He will use the Watson

to travel to Armenia, India, and
Turkey, where he will do research for an extension of his
senior project. Abs Rao '95 describes Khatchadourian as
"awesome, a prodigy and destined for greatness." Thesis advisor, Jacqueline Metheny characterizes him as "well-rounded,
literary and knowledgeable
about art history." He has
"translated into.art the alphabet
rotated in space."
Dreams ofMashtots is a complex, in-depth piece taking on
many dimensions. Through
abstract alphabet forms and
carefully chosen words,
Khatchadourian depicts the
tragic genocidal history and the
cultural heritage of the Armenian people.

City Play: Hartford Provides Mew Of Hartford's History
The cast of City Play: Hart- cus and roles throughout the started to form_ in my mind.
verse sneakers, and bright,
gaudy shirts and ties. The cos- ford was comprised mainly of play.
I feel that if the pace of the
tumes overall were an interest- students including Trinity's own
Director Robert Bresnick play had been slower, I would
City Play: Hartford was per- ing take on the traditional "in- Corey Bragar, Nancy Chu, has had much experience in aca- have been able to take more of it
formed Friday, Saturday and surance salesman" uniform. The Jaqueline Davis, Shochica Lewis, demic theater. He graduated in.
Sunday night in Garmany Hall entire play, in fact, was an inter- Anhoni Patel and Marnie from NYU. His innovation in
Although I found City Play:
at Austin Arts Center. City Play esting interpretation of the his- Richards; Adam Bolger also writing this play shows creativ- Hartford to be confusing at times
ity, while also showing a dedi- and tiresome, I could appreciis a theatrical concept that was
cated interest in history and its ate how much hard work and
developed and directed by guest
The set, which was collapsable and portable in influence on the present.
time went into creating this perdirector Robert Bresnick.
Trinity's performance cen- order to be used for each different City Play,
The performance was formance.
tered around Hartford, howunique in that it took advantage
Stay tuned for the final perever, the framework of the play was painted a bright orange-red and surof such mediums of expressions formance of the semester at Ausis flexible so that the director is
as puppets, music, dancing and tin Arts, this weekend's Spring
able to choose different cities of rounded on each side by a road map of Hartjuggling. City Play: Hartford Dance Concert "Frontiers of
interest for different perfor- ford.
was, in essence, the embodiment Hope," featuring students from
mances.
of a modern day vaudeville.
the Theater and Dance DepartThe play was previously
As I was watching the play, ment, and Professor Pedro
performed at Fairfield Univer- tory and present life in Hart- starred. The cast has been prac- however, I got lost in all of the Alejandro.
sity with a concentration on the ford.
tising for the performance for surreal images and surroundTrinity looks forward to
city of Bridgeport. The next play
I learned quite a bit about over a month. The entire en- ing music and sound effects and next season when the arts will
in the City Play series will focus the his tory of Hartford through- semble gave an impressive per- it was not until I stepped out of be back in full force with anon New Haven.
out City Play: Hartford and I was formance which called for all of Garmany Hall that the ideas il- other ambitious schedule
I was not sure what to ex- slightly amused by the quirky the cast members to switch fo- lustrated in the performance planned.
pect from this play, but as I en- humor that the material emtered Garmany Hall, I could im- ployed. As the play progressed,
mediately assess that this per- however, my amusement deformance would be less than tra- clined.
The play was divided into
ditional.
The set, which was collaps- nineteen short acts and four
ible and portable in order to be themes floated throughout the
used for each different City Play, performance: "Impressions of
"Migrations,"
was painted a bright orange-red Hartford,"
and surrounded on each side by "Magic Act" and "Puppet
Show."
a road map of Hartford.
HELP I S J U S T
CALL HHAY!
Some of these areas seemed
There was a projection
HR RECORDING)
screen used that displayed nu- a bit redundant, and, although I
merous backgrounds for the per- understood the cyclical nature
formance. The actors were all of the play's topic areas, the
dressed in dark blue or black length of each vignette was
BOX 615. HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
oversized polyester suits, Con- drawn out.

BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Writer
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Trinity Exchange Student
Feedback On Acoustic
Meets Renowned Opera Star Night In The Cave
BY IRINA KOTKESTA

Arts Writer
• What I am about to describe happens once in a lifetime, and not to everyone atthar. It all began six years ago.
WhenI was thirteen years old, a strange
thing happened to me - I fell in love
with opera.
My infatuation withitbegan when
I heard the renowned V. Adantov of
Moscow's Bolshoi Theater. Every Russian with even a passing acquaintance

Needless to say, trackinghim down
was no easy matter. I could hardly believe my luck when the box office clerk
at the Met gave ^a<>. the phone number
of one of Atlantov's agents, followed by
the phone number of another agent.
Before I knew it, I was being connected
with Atlantov himself. And at long last
1 heard, from the other end of the telephone line, Atlantov agreeing to let me
interview him. Whata dream come true.
I was about to make a trip to New
York. I was finally ready to get on the

As we continued our conversation, his kindness and
warm personality put me at ease. He was surprised, if
not delighted, to learn that a Russian student was still
interested in his career. He was happy to hear that his
art and his recordings were not forgotten in his homeland.
with opera has heard of Atlantov. His
luxuriant, rich and powerful tenor, with
its infinite shadings and nuarices, has
allowed him rtot only to play the principal rotes in the Russian operatic repertoire, but also to astonish his audiences
in roles requiring thorough command
of the bel canto style, such, as Verdi's
Otello and Don Carlos, Puccini's Tosca,
and Bizet's Carmen.
My greatest dream, of course, was
to hear Atlantov in a live performance.
Unfortunately, however, he left Russia
in 1988 and was performing in cities all
over the world. I listened to his recordings avidly, but seeing Mm on stage
was out of the question.
Then came the fall of 1994 and the
opportunity tostudyinfheUnitedStates
with the American Collegiate Consortium. Certainly, 1 never expected the
Consortium exchange program to offer
me an amazing opportunity that would
match so perfectly my opera interests
with my dream to see the great tenor.
Let me tell you what happened.
When I came to Trinity for my exchange year, my goal was to get to the
Metropolitan Opera inNew York. Imagine my surprise when I saw Atlantov's
name on a poster advertising a Met
performance. He was singing the role of
Canio in Leoncavallo's Pngliacci. That
kind of opportunity does not knock
twice. I resolved to find Atlantov and
arrange to interview him.

bus-afternTuchplanning,manyphorte
calls, and a sleepless night. For the first
time in my life I was on my own. For
the first time in my life I was at the Met
For the first time in my life I was interviewing a performer of this stature.
When I arrivedat the hotel, I felt
quite self-conscious and confused to be
in the presence of sucha singer. He told
me that since leaving the BolshoLhe
had been singing all over the world -at
the Met, at Covent Garden in London,
at the Bastille in Paris, at the Staats
Opera in Vienna, in Scandinavia and
even in Osaka, Japan.
As we continued our conversation, his kindness and warm personality put me at ease. He was surprised, if
not delighted, to learn that a Russian
student was still interested in his career. He was happy to hear that his art"
and his recordings were not forgotten
in his homeland. I explained- to him
that I would write about his performances when I return to Moscow.
The Russian public will be extremely interested to learn about this
great singer's current activities. What
was so interesting, though, was the
wonderful insight I gained from this
experience - not only will I be able to
write about a hero when I return to
Moscow, but I realized that I traveled
half way around the world to meet up
with another Russian. The world really does seem like a small place now.

BY LYNNE CRAWFORD
Arts Writer

What started out as a few colorful
flyers seen hanging around campus for
the last month, became a real hit for
Trinity students last Friday night
Starring at around nine o'clock, the
crowds flocked through the Cave doors
following the oh- so-hip sounds of the
opening band, Invading Jamaica. Some
highlights of the evening included: Elusive Otter's fiery rendition of the Allman
Brothers song "Blue Sky", which received
plenty of noise from the crowd; the
"fiddle extraordinaire," Sara Bettencourt
singing a Dylan tune alongside Rowland
and Will; a raging tune by Jason "Fro"
Pienkowski; some much appreciated
''blues" by Steve Mac Gregor and Jake
Shaw; Jeff Harris and company playing
a set of some fantastic harmonica solos,
rocking the crowd for sure along with
the classic Beatles' song "Dear Prudence"; and Joe Gamble and company
playing some of their originals. The very
last band to play was "Big Love," who
stunned the remaining 2:30 AM crowd.
Apparently, the Gilbert Gottfried

show was not as well-attended as
planned; the same was true for Psi-U's
"Purple Passion." Could it be that everyone knew that the place to be for the
evening, was the Cave? Hmm...
The musical evening was made possible by Aaron Burrows'95. When asked
why he put on this musical event, Aaron
replied, "Basically, my band and I have
never been asked to play, so I thought it
would be great to organize an event
where other people that might be in the
same situation could perform in a 'semiprofessional' environment"
Chris Donahue '95 added, " We really didn't expect this large of a turnout.
It was a nice suprise." Some other quotes
from the evening include: "This is exactly what the Trinity social scene needs,"
"This is a hell of a lot better than the ten
bucks I would've spent at the View tonight" and "This was such a great idea cheap food, cheap beer, and 51/2 hours
of good music."
Friday night was an overall success
for the eight bands who performed. It
was a fun-filled evening of good beer,
good company, and of course, good
tunes. Not bad for a $2 evening!

Hit Public Delations with your

BEST mar...
of life at Trinity College
of Campus scenics...
of student activities...
of college life...
High quality color slides or prints prefered
Black and white photos acceptible with negatives.
1st place- $100 cash
2nd place- $50 gift certificate to college
bookstore
3rd place (2> $25 gift certificate to First
and Last Tavern

i
6end submissions to:

Kay Davidson, Public Delations Of iice
79 Vernon (Street
by 4:00 pm, April 28,1995

THOMAS G1ROIR

The Sonia Plumb Dance Company will present a repertory dance concert to
conclude the company's fifth anniversary season. The performances will be held
on Thursday, April 27th through Saturday April 29th at 8 PM at the Charter
Oak Cultural Center in downtown Hartford. Tickets are $15; $10 for students
and seniors with i.d. For more information or to reserve tickets, call 632-1624.

Entries will be judged by the Public Delations department for
excellence in concept composition, appropriateness to the subject as
well as qualify and creativity. Additional photographs not awarded may be
used in a Trinity publication. All photos accepted will give credit to the
photographer. Judges reserve the right not to award a prize.
Submission of entries to this contest acknowledges the right of Trinity
College to use accepted photos in recruitment or alumni publications.
Photos will not be returned.

Winners will be notified bv June 21, 1995
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This Week's Trinity Spotlight:

Representative James Abrams, Class of '78
Maybe there is a connection between Psychopaths and
Shakespeare?
As the academic year comes
Also, he participated in the
to an end, most of us will reflect,
Legislative Internship Program
whether good or bad, on what
for the 1977 session of the Conwe have been through. Gradunecticut General Assembly, inating seniors approach this reterning for State Senator
flection in a different way —
Hudson. It was there that he
they look back at all four years.
was able to combine his love of
Upon leaving the Trinity
politics with actual, hands-on
community, this reflection never
experience.
ends, it is lifelong. Based on an
On various occasions, he
interview with State Represenhas also stated how much fun it
tative James Abrams '78, that
was to relax around the Capitol,
point seems evident.
and just watch what was going
Representative Abrams,
on. You could say that it was on
who is married with children
the job training for his current
position as State Representative,
which
the way, is his first
His various occupations display the worth of publiclybyheld
office. It should be
a liberal arts degree from Trinity, since what noted that it is highly unusual
for a politician to begin his pubwe learn here is not as important as how we
lic life at such a high level, since
most begin at the local level (i.e.
learn, since our ability to learn translates
town council).
into multiple opportunities for us, as it did
Upon graduation, Representative
Abrams gave profesfor him..
sional acting a try. Moving to
and living in Meriden, CT, in the Trinity community is that Seattle, he found out just how
graduated from Trinity College taking a few acting classes, or • glamorous this occupation rewith a degree in Theatre/ getting involved in student ally was. In his own words, he
Drama..
plays, would not be such a bad said he gave up on that endeavor
because, "I did not want to eat
In addition, he stated that idea.
the other reason he chose TrinRepresentative Abrams peanut butter sandwiches and
ity was so that he could be close also has fond recollections of Kraft Macaroni and Cheese for
to his girlfriend. As most of us academics at Trinity. His favor- the rest of my life." You must
who have been in that situation ite professor was George give credit where credit is due,
could predict, the relationship Nichols, who has since retired and commend him for even atdid not work out.
from his position as head of the tempting to make a living at
acting.
Theatre
department.
If one is to have positive
After the acting episode in
They still exchange Christrecollections of their college experience, a proper mix of aca- mas cards and run into each his life, he returned to Connectidemics and campus life must be other every few years. As far as cut and worked for many years,
had. In Representative Abrams his favorite class, he said he had first as a staff worker, and then
case, he was not an exception to two of them—Shakespeare with as a supervisor with the state
Professor Dando (for those of us Department of Mental Retardathe rule.
As far as campus life is con- who have lived in Greater Hart- tion (DMR). Granted, this was a
cerned, he stated that his fresh- ford for some time and are old major change of pace for him,
men year in Jarvis 126 continues enough to remember, Dando but I am sure that it was someto be the greatest single year of hosted that game show on Chan- what rewarding. It takes great
his life (apologies to Mrs. nel 3, "Around The World", I patience to work with the menAbrams, I am sure). Based on believe it was called) and Psy- tally challenged and his acting
this, we could assume that Rep- chopathology, whatever that training must have come into
resentative Abrams was not on means, with Professor Higgins. play at various points in that

BY MARK PETRASSO
Features Writer

the meal plan that year.
In addition, he was a
brother in St. Anthony Hall and
also participated in many student
productions
(Shakespeare was his favorite).
The acting that he did while at
Trinity takes on a entire new
perspective when analyzing his
current role as a legislator. Do
not interpret this to mean that
he acts when performing his legislative duties. It simply means
that his training in acting makes
it much easier for him to stand
up in front of people and debate, for example. The moral of
this story to aspiring politicians

James Abrams '78
His various occupations
display the worth of a liberal
arts degree from Trinity. What
we learn here is not as important as how we learn, since our
ability to learn translates into
multiple opportunities for us,
as it did for him..
Also, it has been almost
twenty years since he left the
Trinity community, and he still
has special memories about his
time 'Neath the Elms.' Remember your time atTrinity,because
it will always mean special
things to you, always and forever. Best wishes to the Class of
1995. We wrl]- riot forget you,
and surely, you will not forget
us.

career.
It was while he was employed at DMR that he decided
to attempt to attain another lifelong dream, becoming an attorney, and subsequently enrolled
in law school.
His LSAT test results were
an accurate reflection of his ability, as he graduated from
UCONN with honors. Since
then, he has practiced law for
many years in this state and is
now a partner in the law firm of
Parsons and Abrams in
Wallingford, CT.
Representative Abram's
Trinity experience is hopefully
what most of us will encounter
when we leave.

\
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Civic Cafe On
BY JON MOSKOWITZ &
SANNY BURNHAM
Senior Editor & Features Editor

Next time you feel the bug to go
back to New York City, to feel the hustle
and bustle of a crowded, exciting dry,
take a ride to Trumbull Street in downtown Hartford and experience the Civic
Cafe. The Civic Cafe is a nouveau nineties version of the urban yuppie scene.
Packed with a white-collar crowd, the

and restaurant area, the white tablecloths
of the dining room allow the cafe to emit
both sophistication and youthfulness.
The menu, blue and black to match
the decor, offered entrees covering a wide
spectrum of prices and styles. The Civic
Cafe specializes in taking a basic dish
that you would find in most continental
restaurants, and adding a unique twist
that transforms the blase into a complex,
culinary experience.
To start, we recommend trying the

The Civic Cafe specializes in taking a basic dish that you
would find in most continental restaurants, and adding a
unique twist that transforms the blase into a complex,
culinary experience.
Civic Cafe caters primarily to young professionals that work in downtown Hartford.
The door to the cafe is highlighted
by neon signs that compliment the marquee of the Hartford Civic Center just
across the street. Inside, the bar is pumping with people who spill into the dining
room at the back of the restaurant. The
loud music coming from the bar echoes
off the hardwood floors and contributes
to the lively atmosphere. Because there is
no apparent transition between the bar

ments variety with fantastic daily specials. The Pasta Smadar is served for both
lunch and dinner and is a dish of fresh
tomato, basil, arugula, and radicchio,
spun with spaghetti over eggplant and
sprinkled with ricotta cheese. As one of
their lighter meals, this vegetarian dish
can still satisfy the biggestof hungers. As
a unique twist to salmon, the Civic Cafe
presents the fish with a pickled ginger oil
placed atop rice cakes and seaweed.
We had two of the specials offered
on Friday night, a pan seared Atlantic
monkfishoverbruschetta with tomatoes,

Drunken Shrimp over a margarita sorbet
with a mango ketchup and blue corn
tortilla. Add the bread with (he special
fruity-garlic butter spread, and the experience will leave your tastebuds utterly
confused. The littleneck clams on the
halfshell and the fried calimari are very
fresh and are solid choices for appetizers. Prices for appetizers range from
$6.95 for the calimari to $9.50 for the
drunken shrimp.
With only eight entree items on their
regular menu, the Civic Cafe supple-

olives, capers, and onions and a grilled
beef tenderloin with mustard oil and
beer battered onion rings. There were no
complaints pertaining to the food or the
presentation. In fact, the food was presented so well—propped vertically on
the plates and dressed with their respective unique toppings—thatit was a shame
to burst through the design.
But the problem lay in the fact that
the Civic Cafe may be generous to a fault.
The portions were huge and somewhat
overbearing. The cafe caters to the large
appetites.
Without an appetizer, an entree
would be a perfect amount to satiate the
average appetite. But seeing as the appetizers are among the better options on
the menu, it would be a shame to pass
them up.
The Civic Cafe is a good place to go
on a special occasion or any time you
need to escape the tedium of Hartford
and school life. The atmosphere and the
gourmet dishes make this restaurant a
unique dining experience, one unlike any
other in the Hartford area. The prices,
however, are steep, as the entrees run
from $12.95 to $22.95, but you will find
that it is well worth the price.
The Civic Cafe is located at 150
Trumbull Street. (203) 493-7412. Reservations recommended.

Another Couple Thousand Words

Yowag And Old

Trinity Student Explores Southerners, Sexuality And Stereotypes
BYAMYHAM
Features Writer
"So, you are from the South? Do you
have to wake up at 5AM.to milk the
cows? Do you eat grits? Is your brother
really your father?"
Okay, so this is what I faced when
I arrivedatTrinityCollege.Peoplewould
hear a slight difference in my accent, and
then I was bombarded with questions.
Had these people never seen or heard a
Southerner before? Who and what creates this atmosphere that is intrigued by
difference. Is it because I am from the
south and viewed as different that I am
able to except other's dissimilarities?
The southern jokes were just the
beginning of my realization of the narrow-mindedness on this campus. I enjoy
most of the jokes and take them lightheartedly; but at times I feel that I am
defending my intelligence and the reasons for my existence at this place of
higher learning. Someofmyotherfriends
face this because of slight differences in
their appearance:
Last year I lived on a hall with two
Asian women. One was Korean, one was
Japanese. That was the smallest of the

differences between them. But there was
a vast majority on this campus who could
not even tell the two apart. Even professors could not distinguish between my
two friends. Once, when I confronted
someone who had mistakenly identified
one of my friends, she said, "Well, they
are both Asian. How am I supposed to
tell the difference?"
Good point. Both Madonna and I
are Caucasian women, and I can certainly see how someone could get the
two of us confused. This is ridiculous.
How is someone to be stereotyped by
race or ethnicity when all of us are ethnically or racially similar to another person? Meet with a person for five minutes. What thoughts travel through your
head while you meet this person or when
you discuss this individual with other
people? Race, gender, sexuality? These
are commonly discussed topics.
I took a class with a professor last
semester whose sex1 lality was something
of interest to many people. I realized that
my professor's interests and talent as a
scholar were not the only things that
played into most people's minds. Often,
we found ourselves discussing bits about
him that we knew nothing about. We'd

end up speculating based on slight mannerisms or certain outlooks. We would
take what he was teaching and how he
was teaching and turn it into some comment on his personal life.
My professor's sexuality became a
general concern amongst many members of the class. I know friends continually watched his actions and gestures
towards others. In some cases this al-

ease. To me, it did not matter. The only
reason his sexuality had played a role in
my life was due to the fact that my friends
were bothered by a difference.
The United States is described as a
melting pot, a collection of people who
are different. Not only different in backgrounds, sexual preferences, and
ethnicity, but also people who possess
different ideas about things. With these

Who and what creates this atmosphere that is intrigued
by difference. Is it because I am from the south and
viewed as different that I am able to except other's dissimilarities?
most became an obsession.
Why did his sexuality matter? He
knew the material he was trying to teach
and was extremely approachable in and
out of the classroom. There were no
other qualities that should affect, a
student's decision of whether he or she
thought the professor was good.
How much does it matter that I did
see the professor holding hands with a
member of the opposite sex on the Long
Walk? To many this put their minds at

apparent differences in mind, should not
society, Trinity included,beunderstanding of these characteristics?
Awareness cannot be learned. It
must be taught. levenhesitate to explore
some of these issues because I'm a partof
the institution that perpetuates this train
of thought. I also worry about the consequences of the issues I have raised. It
comes down to the fact that we should
not criticize other's prejudices before we
examine our own.
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Marine Debris In Long Island Sound
New Haven, Bridgeport and Waterbury
are all major cities in Connecticut which
have combined sewers. There are 44
Long Island Sound has a drainage sewage plants along the Sound which
basin of 15,820 square miles. Over 90% release 1 billion gallons of treated sewof the Connecticut River Basin is lo- age into the Sound each day. Most of
cated north of Hartford. This means these are secondary treatment centers.
that litter on the streets of New Hamp- They remove any solids, kill bacteria and
shire can reach Long Island Sound. The remove organic matter.
Sound has three basins. They are the
The trouble with this system arises
Housatonic River Basin, the Connecti- during heavy rainfall. Often the amount
cut River Basin and the Thames River in the sewers exceeds the treatment ca-

hurt by plastic debris in two ways: either ties of ingested plastic may cause intesentanglement or ingestion.
tinal blockage. It gives the animal a
The animals sometimes can't see the false feeling of satiati on which may lead
fishing line and swim or fly right into it. to starvation. Plastic in the intestine .
The animals are also attracted to the plas- reduces the absorption of nutrients thus
tic because of the prey attached to it or robbing the animal of its needed nutrithey are simply curious as to what the tion. If the plastic pieces have jagged
edges they can cause ulceration and
object is.
When animals become entangled in intestinal injury.
MARPOL Annex V is an internafishing lines, nets or other plastic debris
a host of problems can arise. It impairs tional law forbidding the overboard distheir ability to swim or fly so that the posal of plastic. It was ratified in the
animal has less energy to find food. The United States in 1987. The U.S. Coast
Hartford, Norwich, Middletown, New Haven, Bridgefinal result is starvation. As the animal Guard is responsible for enforcing the
grows, the plastic becomes more tightly laws and all U.S. ports and marinas are
port and Waterbury are all major cities in Connecticut
wrapped. This can cause lacerations required to have adequate trash diswhich lead to infection. If the plastic posal facilities available.
which have combined sewers. There are 44 sewage
One solution to the plastic problem
becomes tight enough it could lead to a
plants along the Sound which release 1 billion gallons of loss of circulation and loss of a body part. is to reduce the amount of plastic proIf the plastic is around the neck, the ani- duced. If possible, buy glass or alumitreated sewage into the Sound each day.
' num instead of plastic. Don't buy over
mal could be strangled.
Basin. Every summer a population about pacity of the plant. When it does, all of
Animals also mistake plastic debris packaged items. Individual size servthe size of Delaware flocks to the Con- the trash from the streets and the raw for food. Sea turtles, for example, are ings are bad because they combine all
necticut shoreline. New York City, Long sewage empties directly into the Sound. notorious for mistaking plastic bags for different materials and use a lot of packIsland suburbs, Connecticut's marinas Therefore litter on city streets anywhere jelly fish, on of their prey. Large quanti- aging—they also cost you a lot more.
Donate used products (especially plasand harbors all contribute directlytothe in the drainage basin could find its way
tic toys etc.) instead of throwing them
state of the Sound. This extensive use into the Sound.
away.
has led to a great deal of marine debris
The Center for Marine ConservaItis possible to recycle plastic. Most
in the Sound.
tion holds annual beach clean-ups. In
plastic containers haveanumber. NumThe ultimate source of debris in the fall of 1993,24 miles of Connecticut's
bers 1-6 are the most common thermoLong Island Sound is litter. There are beaches were cleaned. 24,948 pounds of
plastic resins, 7 is a combination of these.
three major sources of this litter: boa ters debris was collected. Most of the plastic
Most Connecticut programs recycle
and beach goers, combined sewer sys- was common street litter: plastic bags,
plastics numbers 1 and 2. (1= soft drink
tems and storm sewers, and New York straws, caps and cups. Plastic is exand juice bottles, 2= beverage bottles
Harbor and tributaries to the Sound.
tremely valuable to humans because it is
(milk jugs, pipe, cable, film, etc.) The
Combined sewer systems mix the lightweight and durable. It is because of
numbers cannot be mixed so if you're
storm water and the sewage. The storm these same characteristics that plastic has
unsure don't add it. If the numbers are
water often carries with it the trash in become such an environmental hazard.
mixed, it renders the entire batch usethe streets. This trash also enters into
The maiming and death of animals
less.
the mixture. After this mixture has been is the most destructive result of plastic
treated, it is released into the Sound. debris. Sea birds and turtles are the two
All aspects of recycling are equally
important. By buying recycled items
80% of New York City's sewers are com- most commonly sighted animals in disyou can help close the loop.
bined. Hartford, Norwich, Middletown, tress in Connecticut. The animals are
BY STEPHANIE WOOD

Features Writer

great research..
Kaplan spends over $ 3 million annually developing
products and researching the tests. We've proved
that we know the tests inside out.

Tap

Ten

Top Ten Reasons We Should Free OJ With
Funds From The Capital Campaign
10. Shapiro's running out of ties.

LSAT

In 1992, Kaplan predicted the elimination
of an LSAT question type and changed our
course in anticipation of the change.
In 1993, the ETS was forced to
withdraw a GRE question type because
Kaplan "broke the code."
In 1994, Kaplan research brought to light
security flaws in the computer-based GRE
tests. As a result, the ETS temporarily
pulled the test.

great results.
Kaplan's expertise translates
into higher scores and greater
confidence for our students.
Put our research to work for
you on test day.

9. The jury has a faster turnover rate than
Trinity's administration.
8. Free access to Al Cowling's 900 number
through ACUS.
7. Kato will finally be exposed as the Green
Hornet's sidekick.
6. Police Academy 4441/4

5. Prison cells are very much like Jarvis
singles.
4. Judge Ito gets an honorary SAAB.
3. It's tough to do Hertz ads in leg irons.

1-800-KAP-TEST
got a higher score

KAPLAN

2. We can sjtop talking about the damned
trial.
1. OJ's social life has gone down the drain
t o o .
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Chief Dogs
Left In Lembo

••$&

i

Chuck Baker '97 gracefully hurdles an obstacle in Sunday's steeplechase
competition. Baker finished 2nd in the race.
Kyle Armstrong '98 wings a throw across the diamond RYANEMERY
in Trinity's ddubleheader split with Tufts on Saturday.
continued from page 20
the Falcons 11-5. Ten different
The Bantams were not as players had at least one hit for
fortunate in the first game of the Trinity, including a 4-hit, 3-run
doubleheader as they dropped performance by Kane. Lembo,
the opener 17-6. Carbone got however, was the hitting star,
roughed up early when the Jum- coming through with runners
bos scored 3 runs on 4 hits in the on base. He belted a two run
second inning. A two-runhome double in the first inning, and
run in the third followed by two chased home two more in the
earned runs in the fifth closed second with a single. Trinity
the book on Carbone, who gave also used five different pitchers
up seven earned runs and four to give some quality innings to a
walks in four innings. Fresh- very deep staff. MarkPopeleski
man Mike Chute didn't fare any '96 pitched three scoreless inbetter as he gave up 8 runs in nings to earn the win, while
one inning of relief. Senior Dave Dave Henry '96 and Ryan
Henry came on and helped to O'Connell '95 combined for 8
finally stop the Tufts onslaught. strikeouts in 4 innings. "The
pitcher's arms are in shape,"
On the other end, Trinity's
commented catcher Paulo Sorio
bats fell silent in critical situa'96. "There are always plenty of
tions. The Bantams scored 6
pitchers ready to throw."
runs but managed to leave 13
men on base. Kane went 3-4
Trinity (18-9) has six games
with a double and two singles, remaining, but might still have
while Lembo and Ranieri con- its toughest games ahead.- This
tinued their hot hitting, strok- week Trinity will travel to Easting a combined five hits.
ern Connecticut, ranked 14th in
"We have been doing a the nation in last week's poll, to
much better job recently of not play under the lights this
leaving men on base," said Wednesday at 7:00 PM. Trinity
Decker. "You can't do that then travels to Williams for a
against the good teams, but the doubleheader beginning Saturteam really showed character day at 1:00 PM. "Eastern is the
after coming back against Tufts biggest game of our season,"
in the second game. This group commented a straight faced
Decker. "But this group isn't
isn't intimidated by anyone."
It was that same fearless- intimidated by anyone."
ness that helped the Bantams
Sorio agreed, "Before the
pound Springfield earlier in the season even started, I thought
week. The Bantams used a 2- we were much better this year
run, 3-hit first inning, followed than last year. We definitely
by a 5-run, 5-hit second, to thrash have a lot more confidence."

TRINITY
INVITATIONALFINAL RESULTS
TEAM SCORES
WOMEN: Trinity 81, Conn.
College 40, Worcester St. 25,
Bates 23.
MEN: Trinity 91, Conn.
College 55, Worcester St. 23,
Bates 10, USCG 6

WOMEN
100-Meter Dash
1. Michelle Stonel2.86
2. Val Walker
12.95
3. Michelle Miller 12.97
200-Meter Dash
1. Ebony Roundtree
26.65
2. Michelle Miller
26.89
4. Val Walker
27.68
400-Meter Dash
3. Christine Siegfried 1:02.11
800-Meter Run
2. Sonya Worthy 2:32.25
1,500-Meter Run
1. Alexis Colby
2. Liz Worthy
3. Sonya Worthy
4. Jill Romano

4:55.90
5:09.97
5:11.63
5:12.93

3,000-Meter Run
1. Alexis Colby 11:02.55
2. Liz Worthy
11:17.21
4. Blair McGinnis 12:18.56
100-Meter High Hurdles

Do You Want VISA &Mast^Gird CrecHteiiili?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
L accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa» and MasterCard®
credit cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

a. si

me.

Ho turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
Ho security deposit!

•card

*** "
SEMD THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

1. Michelle Miller 15.53
3. Kate Reid
17.79

RYAN EMERY

400-Meter Hurdles
1. C. Ettiene-Modeste 58.90
2. Tony Ruocco
59.25

400-Meter Hurdles
4. Alyson Guild 1:12.13

3,000-Meter Steeplechase
2. Charles Baker 10:42.57

4 X 100-Meter Relay
1. Trinity
49.34*

4 X 100-Meter Relay
1. Trinity
44.69

4 X 100-Meter Relay
1. Trinity
4:09.39

4 X 100-Meter Relay
2. Trinity
3:34.68

High Jump
1. Ellen Newman 4' 11"
3. Alyson Guild 4' 6"

High Jump
6'2"
2. Ray Jones
5. Myron Thomas 5' 5 3/4"

Long Jump
1. Christine Siegfried 15'4"
3. Alyson Guild
14' 51/4"
5. Ellen Newman
13' 51/2"

Pole Vault
1. Dave Spector

13' 7 3/4"

Long Jump
Triple Jump
2. Alyson Guild

29' 111/2"

MEN

Triple Jump
1. Ray Jones
44' 51/4"
2. Myron Thomas 39' 9 3/4"

100-Meter Dash
1. Myron Thomas 11.45
200 Meter Dash
1. Myron Thomas 23.53
400-Meter Dash
1. Bill Bannon
4. Dave Aucoin

21' 10 3/4"
1. Ray Jones
2. Myron Thomas 21'5 1/2"

50.36
55.32

1,500-Meter Run
3. Ben Appleyard 4:14.66

Shot Put
2. Seih Poole
3. Joe Cerreto
4. Scott Murray

42'6 3/4"
41' 3"
39' 13/4"

Discus Throw
2. Joe Cerreto
3. Rob Cibboti
4. Scott Murray

129' 11"
120' 9"
119' 7"

5,000-Meter Run
2. Eric Lavigne
16:04.35

Hammer Throw
2. Joe DeAngelis 130'8"
4. Tiger Reardon 119'5"

110-Meter High Hurdles
1. Ray Jones
16.16
3. Tony Ruocco 17.28

Javelin Throw
1. Troy McKelvin 126' 11"
3. Seth Poole
115'11"

CAMPUS CARD, BOX 2206*15, HOLLYWOOD.

^L-

J E 8 ®

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

Cardaapproved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
SIGNATURE

FL 55022 J
s

100% GUARANTEE!!! 8

STATE
. S.S.* _

ZIP.

NOTE: MasterC&id Is a registered trademark of MasterCard Ineernaifonel Inc.
Visa i s a registered tridnnark of VISA U S A . Inc. and VISA bKenratlonai

MAIL THIS HO RISK COUPON TODAY
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oftball Falls To 5-8 After Rough Week
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

game which they lost 5-3.
Sarmuk pitched well against a
tough hitting team.
The Lady Bants Softball
The Lady Bants appeared
team lost all three games this to be rallying in the top of the
week to drop the squad to 5-8 seventh inning when they had
for the year. As the season nears runners atbothsecond and third
its close, the team needs to post with no outs. However Tufts
some wins in order to keep its brought out their closer and she
picked up the save by shutting
Seftbai!
the Bantams down.
The Jumbos dominated the
Bantams in the second game.
Once again Graham pitched
poorly, giving up nine runs in
the firstinning. Sarmuk replaced
slim hopes of post-season com- her as the Bantams tried to rally
petition alive.
once again.
Trinity took on the
"The whole team broke
Wesleyan Cardinals at home down in the first," said Ellis.
Thursday, April 20, and lost 8-5. "They came back to the dugouts
The team gotbehind early as the with their heads down. But I'm
Cardinal hitters owned fresh- proud of how the team put it
man pitcher Kirsten Graham. behind and came back."
Graham gave up six runs in three
On a positive note, Ellis
innings and was replaced on the found that, while the Jumbo
mound by senior Patty Sarmuk. pitcher was the better of the two

starters the Bantams faced that
day, the Bantams still picked up
eight hits. This allowed them to
close the gap to four runsbefore
Tufts put them away to win 135. Tufts continued with these
two victories to march to the
NCAA tournament.
"The difference in the game

Softball

was that Tufts hit the ball real
well, and they hit it to where we
weren't," said Jen Alspach, a
junior utilityman. "Overall,
however, our hitting has improved drastically this year, but
the problem against Tufts was
that they were such a good team,
and we couldn't come up with
the clutch hit when we needed
it."
While the team did not play
well as a whole this week, there
"I'm proud of how the team put [the early
were some bright spots. Tara
deficit] behind [them] and came back."
Hanlon '98, rebounded from
injury to go 4-8 this week and
- Coach Dick Ellis
took over second base from fellow freshman Anna Norland.
Sarmuk pitched well in relief, the game.
though she did allow an inher"Wesleyan always has a Norland, a versatile defensive
ited runner to score, as well as strong hitting team and we got player, will start in left field
an unearned run.
behind and couldn't come out," againstMountHolyoke on Tuesday. Chris Tsoules '98 also hit
The Bantam offense came said head coach Dick Ellis.
well,
going 3-3 in the second
alive, though, as the team ralThe Bantams continued to
game
againstTuf
ts. Tsoules will
lied to get within three runs. slide on the road where they lost
This effort was not enough, how- both games in a doubleheader be starting in right field against
ever, as Wesleyan regrouped to Tufts on Saturday, April 22. Mount Holyoke.
and maintained the lead to win The team came close in the first
Coach Ellis described the

Sarah Martin '98 puts a charge into one in Trinity's 8-5 RYAN ™ERY
loss to Wesleyan last Thursday.

remainder of the season as
rough. The Bantams take on
Mount Holyoke at home Tuesday ae 4:00 PM. They travel to
Teikyo-Post on Thursday the
27th. This Saturday, April 29th,
the team plays a doubleheader
against Williams College that

starts at" 1:00 PM at Trinity's
friendly confines. The Bantams
then close their season next week
with a trio of games against
Bowdoin and Bates. These
games will determine whether
the Bantams will be able to rally
or plummet to the cellar.

Three Football Players
Attend Pro Tryout
Bantams Looked At By CFL Team
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Editor

This past Sunday afternoon, three
Trinity football players tried to live out
their dreams of playing professionally
by attending a tryout with the Ottawa
Roughriders of the Canadian Football
League. Dave Allard'95, Tom McDavitt
'95, and Greg Schramm '95 were invited
to the mini-camp in Haverhill, Massachusetts, as was Shaun Kirby
'95, who was forced to miss
it because he was playing in
an all-star game in Cleveland this weekend.
According
to
McDavitt, 60 players were.
at the tryout, mostly from
Division I programs, including Boston College,
Colorado, and UConn.
The three Bantams were
among a select group of Division HI players to attend
the camp. According to
McDavitt, Williams and
Hobart were the only other
small schools represented.
The players were invited to the tryout as a result of their own ambition.
"[Tommy and Greg] contacted an agent
for some different leagues about a tryout," said Allard. "When I heard that
they had been offered one, I called the
agent, gave him my numbers, and he
offered me a tryout as well."
Of the original 60 players, the number was cut to 12 midway through the
day. By the end of the tryout the
Roughriders chose the top 4 to go to their
preseason training camp. McDavitt said
that Allard and himself were among the

v\

final group to be evaluated, but did not
make the final cut.
The players were given numerous
speed and agility tests, such as running
sprints, vertical leap, and broad jump.
After the first cuts were made, the players got to show more of their individual
skills on the field, as they ran passing
patterns in front of the Roughrider
coaches and scouts.
"There wasn't really too big a difference in ability between the Divisionl players and ourselves," commented Allard. "I went in with
the attitude of'What have I got to
lose.' It was a once in a lifetime
experience, and also an opportunity for me to look at myself
compared to the Division I athletes. I think we were all pretty
decent compared to the other
athletes."
When asked if he intended on trying out for any
other professional teams,
Allard responded, "No more
at the moment, but I'd definitely think about doing that
in the future if other teams
were interested."
Allard, McDavitt, and
Schramm led the Bantams to a 6-2 record
this season, and were part of a senior
class thatwent26-5-l overall, including
a perfect 8-0 record in 1993. Allard
started at fullback last year, while
McDavitt was an all-NESCAC wide receiver and winner of the league's Offensive Player of the Year. Schramm was
an all-NESCAC safety.
Business Manager Charles Baker 111
contributed to this report.

4

Half: $4.
Whole: $5.25

Subs:
Pizzas:

Cheese Pizza

Small (12")

Cheese Pizza
Toppings

$4

$.50

Large (16"
$7
$1

Sheet (18x24)

$12
$2.50

JL# liOLlUll&ITf§ • Ravioli, Chicken Parmigiana,
Stuffed Shells, Manicotti: $5.25
Lasagna, Shells or Spaghetti with
Meatball, sausage or shrimp: $6
Spaghetti or Shells: $5
20 Buffalo Wings

$6*

~I

5 Steak & Pepper Kabobs $6.50*
Shrimp salad
Bretos Plate:
$4.95*
Lamb or chicken with potatoes,
broccoli, zucchini, & other vegetables.
Gomes with rice & sauce.
_J

278-4334
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Adam Beard: If s Whafs Inside That Counts
forehand, which places an incredible amount of topspin on
the ball forcing his opponents to
Strength, agility, and speed stay deep and contend with a
most often account for the basic quickly rotating ball.
tools one needs to be a successThroughout Beard's four
ful athlete. Adam Beard '95, cap- years at Trinity he has probably
been a bit underrated. He exSPORTS
plains that he was not recruited
to play tennis out of high school
SPOTLIGHT
(Deerfield Academy), but in the
tain of the men's tennis team, spring of 1992, he walked onto
has proven that sheer determi- the team and found himself
nation and a fiery competiveness playing at the number #2 posican be a decisive element in at- tion.
taining individual excellence.
Over the course of Beard's
Beard has been instrumen- career at Trinty he has won the
tal in helping Trinity's men's Craig Tennis Award twice,
tennis team to a .500 record at which goes to the team's Most
this juncture of the season, some- Valuable Player. He is serving
thing it has not achieved in over his second season as captain, a
five years. Beard has the unen- sign of the respect that he has
viable task of playingatthenum- earned from players and coaches
ber one position on the team, alike. At the end of last season,
which entails playing against there were not many opponents
some of the best Division III who could beat Beard at the
players in New England, and number two or three slots. Still,
even in the country. The Wilton, before the season was underCT, native admits, "I wasn't at way, Beard was not projected to
all excited about playing the play at the number one posinumber one position. There are tion; he was slated to play at
never any gimme matches. I either two or three on the ladjust try to stay mentally focused der. After the men's spring vaand compete the best that I can. cation in Bermuda, however,
I try to at least set an
there was little doubt
example for the
who was the best
other players on
player on the team.
the team."
A vital role that
If one were
Beard has had to
to walk down to
assume on this
a men's tennis
young team is the
practice some" afposition of captain.
ternoon, one may
Beard expounds,
have trouble figur"[The captaincy] has
ing out who was
given me an opportuTrinity's star performer, benity to take on more responsicause Beard's strength is his bility. It is almost an honor to be
competitive instincts and his captain for our new coach, Paul
ability to pick apart his Assaiante. We used to be the
opponent's weaknesses. Beard worst team on campus in terms
is not terribly strong, he does of respect. Now I am really
not have a blistering serve or a proud to be associated with this
menacing net game, and his team."
backhand can be a bit suspect.
The senior captain believes
The kid is simply tough to beat;
a
great
deal of the success the
he is what most players call a
team
has
achieved this season is
grinder. Beard's best stroke is
due
to
Assaiante.
"He has inhis huge, unorthodox Western
stilled in a new attitude in the
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

team," said Beard. "Unlike before, the guys want to come out
and practice."
Not only has Beard performed tremendously on the
tennis courts, the senior has been
an important contributor to the
squash team as well. Beard did
not start playing squash until
his senior year at Deerfield, but
explains, "That is probably the
reason that lam most fascinated
with the sport. My improvement has been most noticeable
in squash. I think in tennis you
reach a certain level, and then it
becomes extremely difficult to
move beyond that point without spending the time that at-

tending college takes away."
A contrast Beard observes
is the change in atmosphere he

teams coming here not looking
forward to playing us. You get
used to winning all the time.
When the tennis season begins,
and we step out onto the tennis
courts, you find yourself trying
to prove yourself, which is not
the case in squash."
Growing up in Wilton,
Beard's favorite tennis player
was John McEnroe. Besides
Mac's competitive attitude, the
captain admired him because,
"He had the best hands in the
game. I have a lot of respect for
athletes with great touch. It is
easier to appreciate those guys
as players as opposed to the
modern-day players. Back then
(when most players used
wooden racquets) you didn't
have wide-body racquets, or
weight training programs. You
couldn't rely on a 130 mph
serve."
Beard is a political science
major who has been going
through the painful experience
of looking for a job. He has
mostly focused on investment
banking positions in New York
City, and is extremely hopeful
he will land a job with Prudential in their equity transactions
division. Beard enthusiastically
explained, "This particular office has a lot of young people in
their 20's and 30's - Very conducive toproduction." Spokenlike
a true business man.
If Adam Beard displays as
much grit and determination in

I just try to stay mentally focused and compete the best that I can. I try to at least set an
example for the other players on the team."
— Adam Beard
must experience playing for
both Trinity's squash and tennis teams. "There is a bit of a
problem because of the contrast," he said. "Trinity's squash
team is a national power. This
year we finished third in the
nation. We are used to other

the business world as he has
playing for four tough seasons
at Trinity, it is certain he will be
a success. Beard has provided
tremendous leadership and a
sense of pride to a young Bantam tennis team whose future is
finally beginning to look bright.

Conn College Next As Tennis Ascends To .500
Assaiante. "He has been having
a very tough time at number
two as a freshman, and had a
very big win today."
Toogood won easily 6-1,61, Katz continued to find a way
Bien's Tennis
to win big at number 5,7-6, 6-1,
and Evslin stepped in for
Lawrence, who was originally
scheduled to play #6but twisted
his ankle playing 3rd doubles,
territory, ih^ , . ^ U ^ i h J J «nJ and won big, 0 and 3, showing
as the sun broke through, Trin- the Bantams' depth. Jon Beach
ity pulled ahead and took their finished off the team win with
second win in a row at 6-1, mak- class, coming from behind in
ing them 2-1 for the week. Beard the second set with all eyes on
held his opponent for a bit, but him. He became frustrated with
gradually became frustrated his topspin forehand and got
continued from page 20

record to date when placed together is 4-0.
On
Saturday,
rival
Wesleyan traveled into Bantam

"We have all of the momentum now and I
don't see why we should lose a match for the
rest of the season."
—Noah Evslin J98
with the placement of Caleb
Peelle's shots. He fought to the
wire yet lost 6-4, 6-2. Stringer
impressed many with his 6-2,60 win. He has been playing with
strep throat, but still was able to
come out on top on Saturday.
His coach has been very pleased
with him. "Tim Stringer was
the star of the show today," said

tight being down 4-5, but he
held on. He chipped his way
and favored his backhand to get
to 5-6 then all of a sudden he
came alive with his serve and
his form came back. With his
whipping forehand back, he
made it to 6-6, and then won the
tie-break with great touch. The
final score was 7-5, 7-6. After
some thought, he contemplated

his win: "I thought it was a good
win for me and we are now 4-4,"
said Beach, "so hopefully we
can keep it up for the rest of the
season." In doubles play Katz
and Beach took the only loss, 68, so a point was gained. Beard
and Stringer had another impressive win 8-2, and even with
Lawrence's ankle being
sprained mid-way he and
Toogood took the 'W' 8-5.
The team has almostpassed
the stage of being called a rebuilding squad. It has been holding its own, and its numbers
show some of its achievements.
Right now Beach holds the best
win-loss record at 5-3. Katz and
Evslin are having impressive
freshman seasons playing regularly in the 4th and 6th positions, respectively, with 4-4
records. Toogood and Lawrence
when placed together have become an unbeatable team at 3-0
in the third slot and, as mentioned before, Beard and
Stringer are 4-0 in slot 2.
Trinity's next match is away
today against Connecticut College. The Bantams' last regular
season match-up is at home is
on Wednesday at 3:00 PM
against Holy Cross, their last

chance to prepare for the
NESCAC's. April 28th through
the 30th they will be up at
Middlebury for their post-season tournament. Evslin shared
some high hopes for the future

after the Wesleyan win. "We
have all of the momentum now
and I don't see why we should
lose a match for the rest of the
season. We played well today,"
he said.
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Gus Phelps: Lacrosse Captain's Patience Pays Off
BYCLAYSIEGERT

very high. With all the talent
returning, we figured we would
be very good." Although the
After an auspicious start to team has endured a rather diffihis career, Gus Phelps has de- cult season that has pit them
veloped into one of the most against five nationally-ranked
prolific lacrosse scorers in re- teams, Phelps has refused to dim
his spirits.
SPORTS
He commented, "I would
have liked to go out with a betSPOTLIGHT
ter season, but just being on this
centmemory at Trinity College. team is reward enough." Phelps
Because of a knee injury sus- is referring to the closeness of
tained as a freshman and the the squad that developed as they
presence of veterans his sopho- took road trips to Virginia and
more year, Phelps had to wait Pennsylvania during the preuntil his junior campaign to con- season.
Speaking of the unity betribute. While he waited for his
chance to perform, he was able tween Trinity laxmen, Phelps,
to hone his skills and develop affectionately known- to his
the attitude that has since de- teammates as 'Jockstable/ says,
"I have forged great friendships
fined his persona.
Since becoming a starter as during my years as a Bant, but
a junior, Phelps has been this year's team is the closest I
Trinity's perennial leading have ever experienced." The
scorer. He led the team with 34 closeness of this year's team is a
goals thatyear, and has over 100 testament to Phelps' leadership
points for his career. Because of as a captain. He has always
his scoring ability, his team- eschewed a combination of momates voted him captain for his tivational charisma and offbeat
senior year. Little did he know humor that has helped the Banthat this year would be such a tams through good times and
bad.
challenge.
Although this year has seen
Coming off last year's successful season, the expectations more bad than good, Phelps has
for the men's lacrosse team were continued to be a leader as well
high. Entering this season, as a scorer. If nothing else, the
Phelps said, "We set our sights misfortune of this year's team
Sports Editor-Elect

has made Phelps a better person. "I have learned humility
this year. I have also learned
how to put the setbacks behind
me and move on," he said.
Phelps hopes this lesson in
sports will help him down the
road of life. He has already
landed a job as a investment
trainee at the firm of Tucker
Anthony. He will work in various departments in the firm's
New York and Boston locations.
However, the process of job
hunting was filled with enough
ups and downs to span a lacrosse season. "I was very fortunate to get this job," he said.
"Most of my peers are still looking."
Besides playing lacrosse
and studying as an English'major, Phelps is also a brother of
the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
Given the recent deadlines imposed on the Greeks by President Evan Dobelle, Phelps feels
strongly in favor of Greek organizations on campus. As Phelps
said, "It's ridiculous that the
school is doing this to us."
Despite the crackdown on
the Greeks, Phelps still leaves
Trinity with a favorable impression and fond memories. "Ilove
Trinity and I had a great time. I
would love to stay for another
four years."

Senior co-captain Gus Phelps has emerged as a prolific RVAN EMERY
scorer the past two seasons for the Bantam men's
lacrosse team.

Laxmen Can't Get Over Hump Against Amherst, Williams
nevercatchup. Although Phelps
finished four goals and one assist and Joe Lerner '97 scored
two, the Bantams could not find
the net often enough to avoid a
14-6 loss, dropping them to 4-7
on the season.
The Bantams next task
'neath the elms was against the
Williams Ephman in a matchup marked the biggest game of
the year. Not only were the Bantams trying to break their run of
bad luck, but the Williams rivalry sparked the emotions of
the entire team.
Although the Bantams had
dominated the Ephs for the first
eight minutes, the game was
scoreless early on. The Bantams
finally broke the ice when, after
three shots right in front of the
keeper, mid fielder Hale E veretts
finished the job off with a leaping bounce shot.
After Trinity drew a penalty, the Bantams were able to
capitalize on the next play
thanks to the heads up look by
Greg Franco '96 and the good
finish by Gregg Cartin '96. On
the next face off the overzealous
Ephs again committed a penalty. The Bants were able to finish off the second extra man
opportunity with a skip pass by
Lerner and a rocket shot by
Cartin.

Luke Tansill '96 (23) and Winston Binch '97 (10) help
celebrate after a Trinity goal against Williams on
Saturday.
BY PETER RHOADS
movement combined with a
great finishby senior co-captain
Sports Writer
Gus Phelps. After a series of
In a season full of away possession changes, the Lord
games, the Trinity Bantams ex- Jeffs scored the next goal to go
perienced a rare phenomenon: up 2-1. Amherst would eventutwo consecutive home contests. ally cash in on three in a row,
On Wednesday, the Bantams
squared off against a much im- "With a few less lapses. .. we should be in
proved Amherst squad. Although the Bantams had beaten great position for the rest of the season. "
the Lord Jeffs by eighteen goals
;
— Gus Phelps '95
in their last two matchups, the
Lord Jeffs were riding a big thanks to the deft play of their
Trinity eventually built a 6eleven goal win over Colby Col- longstick mid fielder, who found 2 lead in the first half as the
lege. In contrast, the Bants have the net on two consecutive tal- result of 3« whole team effort.
been trying to break a losing lies. By halftime, the Lord Jeffs The defense was led by three
streak dating back to the Tufts had increased their advantage juniors: Ed Ronan had a tremengame on April 8, an 8-6 Bantam to 8-2.
dous day in the nets, Ryan
victory.
Although playing hard and Hankard dominated his
Amherst was first to break making the right decisions, the attackman, and Clay Siegert eithe scoreless game open with a Bantams were not capitalizing ther owned his opponents on
nice one-on-one effort that on their opportunities. The Lord defense or started an offensive
ended in a goal. The Bantams Jeffs picked up a few more tran- surge.
retaliated with quick up-field sition goals, and Trinity could
The Bantams could not

maintain their lead, however, as
Williams chopped the deficit in
half to make it 6-4 at the intermission.
The Ephs built on this small
success with another two goal
barrage to start the second half,
but the Bants came back to reclaim the lead, 7-6. The Ban tarns
one goal lead diminished with
the Williams offensive attack,
and the Bantams went into the
fourth quarter down 9-7.
But the tide had already

turned, and the Ephs mounted
another offensive surge that
ended the game 12-9.
Although the Bants lost
both games, they played a well
and continued the traditionally
close rivalry with Amherst and
Williams. After the game,
Phelps said, "This was one of
our best games this year. With a
few less lapses, and continued
team production we should be
in great position for the rest of
the season." -
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's Lacrcsse Statistics (7-1)

THIS WEEK IN
BANTAM

Robin Leary
Jennifer Martinelli
Kara Ryczek
Sarah Berkman
Jory Waldman
Tuesday, April 25th
Ashley Knowles
Men's Tennis @ Gonn. College 3:00
Sarah Menoyo
I SOFTBALL vs. MT. HOLYOKE 3:30
i
Nika Thayer
Katie Aitshui
j Wednesday, Aprfl 26th
! MEN'S TENNIS vs. HOLY CROSS 3:00| Amy Moore
Kearney Harrington
I Men's Lacrosse @ Wesleyan 3:30
Caera Byrnes
I Baseball @ Eastern Connecticut 7:00
Natalie Marois
Jenny
Dakin
! Thursday, Aprfl 27th
Colleen Smith
I Softball @ Teikyo-Post 3:30
Montanna Atkins
I Women's Lacrosse @ Sacred Heart 4:00
Liz Pflug
Amanda
Tucker
I Friday, April 28th
I

Men's Tennis @ NESCAC
I Championships @ Middlebury TBA
Saturday, April 29th
I WOMEN'S LACROSSE vs. AMHERST
12:00
i Baseball @ Williams (DH) 1:00
i SOFTBALL vs. WILLIAMS (DH) 1:00
I Golf @ Williams 1:00
i MEN'S LACROSSE vs. UNION 2:30
Track @ NESCAC Championships @
Colby 3:30
Crew vs. Connecticut College
& Wesleyan @ Lake Quinsigamond
TBA
I Men's Tennis @ NESCAC
Championships @ Middlebury TBA
| Sunday, April 30th
j Track @ NESCAC Championships @
j Colby 3:30
Men's Tennis @
I NESCAC Championships @ Middlebury
TBA

GP

Shots G

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
8

44
46

8 ;
6 ."
4

4
8

,8
5
4
4

29
33

26

9

29
34
21

14

15 .

19
13
5
0
8
3
1

6
1
0
2
2

3
0
0

1
0

11
6

A
17
7
12
5

2
5
2
1
2
2
0
0

1

1

1

0

0
0
0
.0

0

0

130
56-

56

0
0 .

Pts
46
40
21
19

17
16
8

7
3
2

2
2
2
1

0

;

0

..0
0

TOTALS
OPPONENTS

8
8

253

186

GOALTENDER STATS
Sharon Fernandes

G

GS

Min

GA

Sv

8

8

480

56

94

GAA Sv% W-L
7.00 .626 7-1

Courtesy: Sports Information Department

I EMPTY YOUR LOCKERS! • Ranieri Chases Teammate
(The following is a message from,
the athletic department.)

STUDENTS ARE REMINDED
THEY ARE TO EMPTY THEIR
LOCKERS IN THE
FERRIS ATHLETIC
CENTER BY MONDAY,
MAY 8, 1995, AND
RETURN ATHLETIC
EQUIPMENT, LOCK
AND TOWELS TO THE
EQUIPMENT ROOM.
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER.

The 7-12 performance of basebal!
I centerfielder Mike Ranieri '96 last week
put him within four base hits of the
Trinity career record - currently held by
teammate Dan Coppola '95. Ranieri's last
hit Saturday was his 110th in three years,
already a higher total than anyone in
school history with the exception of
| Coppola.

Coppola broke the record of 100
I shared by Matt Miller '89 and Paul
Broderick '93 on April 4th against Coast
Guard. Ranieri has 39 hits in 1995 to
] Coppola's 26.
The outfielders have six remaining
I regular season games.

College #ieto Cafe
SAVE %% AT THE VIEW
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Ip J.U w/coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon tH 6 pm, expires 6/1/95

View Contest!
Submit your suggestion for a
message to fly over graduation.
Winning entry gets a keg.
The College View Cafe
Age 21 and over admitted with proper ID

WOMEN'S 4 X100 METER RELAY TEAM
The track squad of Val Walker
'98, Ebony Roundtree '97, Michelle
Miller '97, and Michelle Stone '95
smashed a three-week old school
record and qualified provisionally
for the NCAA National
Championships next month by
posting a time of 49.34 seconds in the I
Trinity Invitational meet this
Sunday.
According to track coach Ed
Mighten, the team ran the fifth
fastest time in the nation for
Division III this season. The women j
had set the previous standard at The
Wesleyan Invitational on April 1
with a time of 50.01.
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Women's Lax Wins Pair Trinity Nine Hits

Cracks Top Ten With 7-1 Mark National Rankings
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Jen Martinelli '98 protects the ball from a Williams defender as teammate Robin
Leary '95 (7) looks on.
BY SANNY BURNHAM
Features Editor

Again this week, the Trinity women's lacrosse team had
two very memorable games.
And yet again, the scores were
high, and the Bants pulled off
two more wins. Now, their overall record is 7-1, ranking the team
at ninth in the I.W.L.C.A. Division HI Brine Cup Coaches' Poll.
This ranking, expected to change
as of late this morning, places
Trinity only behind Middlebury
in the polls, in terms of teams
that the Bantams have played
this season. Middlebury beat
Trinity 17-5 in St. Petersburg,
Florida, during Spring Break on
April 30.

The first game this week
was played on Wednesday
when the Bantams traveled to
Wesleyan to take on the Cardinals. This competition was reminiscent of the games played
against Colby and Bates last
week, as the final score was a
whopping 22-3.
"[We were] very explosive
offensively," commented Coach
Robin Sheppard. "Wesleyan
beat us on the ground balls, but
they could not beat us in the
air." The score was beefed up
by a large number of players
getting into the scoring column,
exhibiting the great depth of the
Bantam squad. Jen Martinelli
'98 contributed 4 goals, and cocaptain Robin Leary '95 and Jory

BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Senior Editor

On the field, baseball opponents are recognizing Trinity for its mighty bats and pitching depth. Off the field, Trinity
is being recognized by the

Baseball
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RYAN EMERY

Waldman '97 pumped in 4
apiece, while Ashley Knowles
'98 tallied thrice, and Sarah
Berkman was good for 2. According to Sheppard, "We
played well enough to beat a
weak team by a lot of goals."
On Saturday, the team took
on Williams, traditionally a
tough and solid opponent. The
normal pre-Williams nerves
were apparent, as the Bants began their warm-up beside the
Purple Cows. But Trinity got it
all together by the start and
managed to tally the first goal of
the game.
The first goals didn't come
as easily for the Bantams as they
have in earlier games. This was

BCAC and the NCAA. In last
week's Division HI Coaches
FolLTrinityCollegewas ranked
25th in the entire nation entering their game against Springfield College. And after a 2-1
week against the Division II
Chiefs, and New England's
fourth-ranked team, Tufts, Trinity should solidify its position
among the New England elite.
"At this time of the year, I'm
not one to work the polls," said
Bantams head coach Bill
Decker. "The most important
thing is we've been recognized
regionally."
It's not an issue that Trinity isn't recognized by the region, especially after the Bantams destroyed Tufts in the second game of a doubleheader
thispastSaturday. Thestoryof
the second game was senior Rob
DowMng's arm. Dowling, coming off of elbow trouble earlier
in his career, improved his
earned run average to 2.30 and
upped his record to 4-1 after
pitching six innings of 5-hit

baseball, giving up just one
run. "Rob definitely has more
confidence this year, and I think
being a starter really fits his
personality. It's evident on the
diamond," said Decker. Garth
Ballantyne '97 came on in the
seventh to close off the Jumbos
10-4.
Dowling was aided by another powerful hitting demonstration from" the Bantams.
Trinity helped their starting
pitcher by spotting him a sixrun lead entering the third in. ning. With one out in the second, Chris Lembo '96 singled
and moved to second on a wild
pitch. A Dan Coppola'95 walk
put runners" on first and second. Senior AlCarbonemoved
both batters over with a
groundout to first and helped
set up Brendan Fal vey '98, who
singled to bring in Lembo and
Coppola. Freshman Kyle
Armstrong and sophomore
Rob Kane walked to load the
bases and Chris Donahue '95
singled to score two. Junior
Mike Ranieri followed with a
blast to the left center gap scoring two more, but was thrown
out try ing to turn it into a triple.
Lembo finished the game
with three hits and improved
his batting average to a team
leading .406 and his slugging
percentage to .630. "Personally, I never thought I'd be hitting this well," said Lembo.
"I'm surprised. I guess its just
a matter of confidence."
Please turn to page 15

please turn to page 18

Tennis Evens Record; Chiefs, Cardinals Fall
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

The second half of the week
turned out to be a winning one
for the men's varsity tennis
team. It had hoped for a chance
to be a .500 squad, and now it

Tennis

his best to run the hefty Kelly
around the court until he could
find his opening to finish off
points. He also tried to take advantage with his return of serves
and attack the 2nd serves which
his opponent hit on every attemptduetohisinjury. 'Beardo'
happily took the win 7-5,7-6.In
other matches Tim Stringer '98
lost a close one 5-7, 5-7 at number 2, Jon Katz '98 won 6-4,6-0 at
">-t \ # - 1 . " . - * > • •
number 4, Jon Beach '97 won 63, 6-1 at number 5, and Noah
Evslin '98 won 6-0, 6-1 at 6.
In doubles play, due to the
new scoring rules that give the
team who wins at least 2 out of
the 3 doubles matches a team
point equal to a victory in
TOO GOOD FOR CHIEFS: Chase Toogood '96 prepares to deliver a backhand to his
singles, Coach Assaiante has
Springfield College opponent on Thursday. Trinity defeated the Chief Dogs 6-1, and
been trying to adjust his line-up
raised its record to 4-4 after beating Wesleyan Saturday.
accordingly. At 1st doubles
record of 9-2. But they were which made him miss the Tufts to win in the third set tie-break," Beach and Katz were unable to
taken by surprise by the depth match, did not hamper his play- stated Coach Assaiante after the hold off their opponents and lost
of the Bantams. Trinity took the ing ability against Springfield. win. Playing in his regular #3 6-8, at 3rd Toogood and Jamie
victory 6-1. The coach took spe- AH matches had finished and spot Toogood's final score was Lawrence '95 worked well tocial pride in the win because he the Trinity win had already been 4-6,7-6,7-6.
gether for a quick 8-2 win, and
had never before gotten a chance sealed, but Toogood continued
Captain Adam Beard '95 Beard and Stringer seem to be
to compete against his former to fight while his coach and continues to fight up at #1 with the team to beat at 2nd winning
team. Students enjoying the teammates watched in amaze- the top players of the league. He 8-6. The combination of
beautiful weather were pleased ment. Deep in the third set be- took his time to dispense Stringer's deep loopy ground
with what they observed and ing down 2-5 with his opponent Springfield's Scott Kelly, who strokes and Beard's hard hitting
the team was excited vith the serving for the match, Toogood was recovering from a sprained groundies and volleys make
turnout.
came back. "Chase really looked right side which affected him them a powerful team. Their
please turn to page 17
Chase Toogood '96'sinjury, down the barrel and came back throughout the match. Beard did
1

has achieved a 4-4 record
The Bantams were .i bit
down after their loss to the Tufts
University Jumbos early in the
week. Despite some injuries and
illnesses, they came back to defeat Springfield College and
Wesleyan University.
Two regular season
matches remain, and Coach Paul
Assaiante couldn't be happier
with the spirit of his team. "I
think that in all my eighteen
years of coaching, this team is
showing me more grit than any
of my Army or Williams teams
have," he said. "I am very proud
of these guys."
Last Thursday, Springfield
College, Coach Assaiante's alma
mater, came to Trinity with a
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